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The rural and mountainous area surrounding Ricketts Glen State
Park, at the intersection of Luzerne, Wyoming, and Sullivan coun-
ties, is known as North Mountain. The mountain range forms a

watershed between the north and west branches of the Susquehanna
River. At Ricketts Glen, Bowman’s Creek begins to flow generally east-
ward through the now deserted ice-cutting town of Mountain Springs,
along the former lumbering town of Stull, beyond the old tannery town
of Noxen, into the farming valley of Beaumont, and onward to the
Susquehanna River below Tunkhannock. North of Ricketts Glen,
Mehoopany Creek flows northeasterly through the ghost lumber town of
Ricketts, eventually flowing into the Susquehanna River at the town of
Mehoopany, another old lumbering center.

In central Sullivan County, Loyalsock Creek descends from World’s
End State Park and passes through Lopez, once the county’s major lum-
bering center. The Loyalsock then branches off into smaller streams
before draining into Wyoming County. In lower Sullivan County, west
of Ricketts Glen, Fishing Creek descends into a valley to Jamison City
on the Sullivan-Columbia County line, also the site of a former lumber-
ing community.

In the two decades between 1890 and 1910, the North Mountain area
was the scene of the last major lumbering era in our region. Lumbering
was the economic basis for the towns of Alderson (1887-1912) at

Harvey’s Lake, and at Stull (1891-1906) on Bowman’s Creek, and for
large lumbering operations in the towns of Lopez (1887-1905) on
Loyalsock Creek, Jamison City (1889-1912) on Fishing Creek, and at
Ricketts (1890-1913) on Mehoopany Creek.

Ice-cutting was another North Mountain industry during this era,
with its major center at Mountain Springs (1891-1948) along
Bowman’s Creek, and to a smaller extent at Lake Ganoga (1896-
c.1915), a private lake development near the state park. The ice indus-
try continued to operate for another three decades after the end of lum-
bering in North Mountain, closing as mechanical refrigeration came
into general household use immediately after World War II.

The Lumber Industry

The American lumber industry began in Maine in 1634 and was cen-
tered there for two hundred years, but in the 1830s New York State
became the early nation’s lumbering leader. In 1860, Pennsylvania,
with over 28 million acres of land area, most of which was densely
forested, became the industry leader. From 1870 to 1890, Michigan was
the leading lumbering state. But between 1870 and 1890, Pennsylvania
was still among the nation’s top three lumber producers, and was fourth
in 1910.

Introduction
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Pennsylvania’s forests were initially stripped for white pine, in great
part for the nation’s ship-building industry. Prior to 1880, the principal
means of transporting felled timber was by rafting or log drives on the
state’s rivers and streams. For a time, Williamsport (1838-1919), on the
West Branch of the Susquehanna River in Lycoming County, was the
“lumber capital of the world,” utilizing log drives down the river until
1909 to Williamsport mills.

By 1885, lumber companies were increasingly using small “logging
railroads” to reach into Pennsylvania’s forest lands. Portable steam
mills were also developed to be constructed in the forest lands. Both
developments lessened the dependence of the industry on stream-side
mill sites for water power. At the same time, the Pennsylvania lumber
industry was greatly revived by the quest for hemlock, particularly for
the bark from hemlock trees, which was an important source of the
chemical tannin, used in the leather industry.

The production of leather goods from animal hides also grew into a
substantial American industry during the nineteenth century. Between
1850 and 1899, the nation’s tanning industry grew from $40 million to
$200 million in value, with major industry conglomerates emerging by
the end of the century.

The vast hemlock forests in Pennsylvania generally were not cut in
the 1860s and 1870s. With the value of hemlock recognized in later
decades, logging production for hemlock, remaining pine, and other
timber increased greatly in the state. Indeed, capital investment in the
state’s lumber industry grew from nearly $11 million in 1860 to $24
million in 1870, to $45 million by 1890, when nearly 2,000 lumber
mills still peppered the state’s forest lands. The

number of mills had declined from 3,700 in 1870, because of larger
mill operations and consolidation of land ownership by timber land
speculators.

In our region Sullivan and Wyoming counties were covered by vast
timber tracts supporting only small lumbering operations until the late
1880s and early 1890s when the towns of Jamison City, Lopez, Stull,
and Ricketts were created by major lumbering firms to harvest the for-
est lands. In the more populous Luzerne County, drained by the
Susquehanna River, anthracite mining became

the principle industry. However, lumbering was significant at
Harvey’s Lake on the Hollenback Estate lands during the 1840s
through 1870s, and also during the 1870s through 1880s by John P.
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Crellin and Albert Lewis in the White Haven and Bear Creek region,
which was drained by the Lehigh River and its tributary streams.

In the 1890s, a major lumbering industry was revived at Harvey’s
Lake and extended along Bowman’s Creek by Albert Lewis, the “lum-
ber king of Wyoming Valley.” He was also tied financially and by his
first marriage to the Crellin family and the Lehigh Valley Railroad.
Lewis was also associated with Adam Stull and his son Arthur L. Stull
in the Bowman’s Creek lumber business.

A contemporary of Albert Lewis was the remarkable Col. Robert
Bruce Ricketts, after whom Ricketts Glen State Park is named. Ricketts
Glen State Park annually attracts over 375,000 visitors. Few are aware
that a century ago the park and its surrounding game lands were the site
of a major lumbering industry with a town, named Ricketts, of B00 res-
idents. At Lake Ganoga, adjacent to the park lands, Col. Ricketts had a
summer resort served by the Ganoga Branch of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad.

A Civil War hero, Ricketts was an immense land speculator in the
timber lands of Luzerne, Sullivan, and Wyoming counties. Col. Ricketts
once owned nearly 60,000 acres in the region. Much of his land was
principally drained by Mehoopany Creek. Ricketts’ immense tracts

were generally called his “Mehoopany Lands.” Ricketts was on the
verge of financial disaster for two decades until the Lehigh Valley
Railroad was constructed through his lands. In the early 1890s, the
Trexler and Turrell Lumber Company created the town of Ricketts, a
few miles north of Lake Jean, which was a “boom town” from 1890 to
1913. Today it is a ghost town without a single marker to note its exis-
tence.

Through Col. Ricketts’ foresight, the precious Kitchens Creek glens
and waterfalls were preserved in their natural state and are the heart of
Ricketts Glen State Park. Two-thirds of the 13,050-acre state park is
former Ricketts land. Ricketts also protected his “pet,” the Lake
Ganoga area, from lumbering and only in the present generation is
development truly occurring at the private Lake Ganoga development.

The Ice Industry

Prior to the 1830s, food was generally preserved by salting, spicing,
pickling, or smoking. Butchers slaughtered meat only for the day’s
trade, as preservation for longer periods was not practical. Milk and
dairy products and fresh fruits and vegetables subject to spoilage were
sold in local markets since storage and shipping
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farm produce over any significant distance or time was not practical.
Indeed, milk was often hauled to city markets at night when tempera-
tures were cooler. Ale and beer making required cool temperatures and
its manufacture was limited to the cooler months.

The early ice industry was localized. Farmers cut small harvests from
local ponds, and only better homes, taverns, and hotels purchased ice
from local dealers. Ice was a luxury not commonly available to the gen-
eral public except for cooling drinks.

Urbanization, improved ice-box technology, and consumer demand,
including the popularity of mineral waters, fruit juices, and ice cream,
stimulated the creation of an American ice industry. Farmers increased
their use of ice for meat and dairy use. Food cooled with ice could be
shipped by railroad to more distant places. During the last half of the
nineteenth century, ice became a necessity for home and business, and
by the 1870s there were substantial ice dealers in medium-sized com-
munities like Wilkes-Barre and Scranton.

The first commercial ice dealer in Wilkes-Barre was Capt. Gilman
Converse, captain of the Wyoming, a 155-foot steamboat which hauled
freight and passengers on the Susquehanna River from 1849 to 1852
between Tunkhannock and Pittston, with occasional trips to Wilkes-
Barre. Gilman sold ice from 1855 to 1865, cutting it from the river and
local ponds. After Gilman’s business was destroyed in a March 1865
flood, he was succeeded by the Wilkes-Barre Ice Company, which was
followed by the Wyoming Valley Ice Company in 1869.

By 1880, an estimated 5 million tons of ice was consumed by the
American public. Pennsylvania was the nation’s third largest producer

of ice, following Maine and New York. Pennsylvania consumed about 1
million tons annually, cut on the state’s lakes and rivers or bought from
Maine and New York ice firms. The industry, by this time, also support-
ed major conglomerate ice firms; the most well-known was the
Knickerbocker Ice Company of New York, which also reached into
Pennsylvania. With the growth of the ice industry during the 1880s,
substantial regional companies were formed in White Haven and
Pocono Lake.

Albert Lewis and Arthur L. Stull were the founders of two major ice
production companies in Luzerne County. In the mid-1800s, Lewis and
Stull jointly founded the Mountain Springs Ice Com-

pany in Ross Township, located now in state game lands adjacent to
Ricketts Glen State Park. Lewis left the Mountain Springs company in
1912. Stull, along with his brother Albert A. Stull, and a son Robert A.
Stull, then managed the Mountain Springs Ice Company. Lewis owned
an even larger ice company at Bear Creek, near Wilkes-Barre, where he
lived in a Tudor mansion amid a unique company town.

This work offers a history of Albert Lewis and Arthur L. Stull and
their creation of two Bowman’s Creek towns, Stull and Mountain
Springs. In addition, the story of Col. Robert Bruce Ricketts and the
lumbering town named after him on Mehoopany Creek is explored.
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Albert Lewis (1840-1923)

Albert Lewis was the son of Abijah Lewis, a successful lumberman of
Maine and Canada. The father married 1 Alzare Romaine of Montreal,
and the couple was living there when Albert Lewis was born in 1840. The
family later moved to Beaumont in Wyoming County where Abijah Lewis
lumbered and tutored his son in the business. Subsequently, the family
relocated to Bucks Township where Abijah Lewis acquired timber lands
by 1850, and a mill in White Haven in 1852.

At that time, the Lehigh Valley Railroad was building a railroad between
Mauch Chunk (now Jim Thorpe) and White Haven to serve the rapidly
developing coal, canal, and lumber industry along the Lehigh River. Young
Albert Lewis obtained work as a timekeeper on the railroad in White
Haven. His diligent work gained the attention of the powerful Asa G.
Packer, the millionaire magnate of the Lehigh Valley Railroad system, who
permitted Lewis to take charge of the first train to run between Mauch
Chunk and White Haven. Lewis subsequently became the chief train dis-
patcher in White Haven where he continued to cement potentially lucra-
tive relationships with the railroad’s hierarchy. Lewis married Elizabeth
(Lizzie) E. Crellin (1853-1885), a schoolteacher in Mauch Chunk. She was
the daughter of John P.

Crellin, who became the largest private landowner in White Haven, and
the major lumber merchant to the Lehigh Valley Railroad. Crellin was
married to Sarah Blakeslee, half-sister of Asa Packer’s wife.

Lewis was able to avoid the service in 1864 during the Civil War
because his railroad and lumber work was deemed essential to the Union
War effort. Under the Civil War draft law, a “rich man’s provision” permit-
ted the hiring of a substitute to serve for a person conscripted by the
Union. In Lewis’s case, James Bryer, an Irish immigrant who worked for
Abijah Lewis in the lumber business, served Lewis’s duty.

Bryer served gallantly in the Union containment of Richmond,
Virginia, the Confederate capital, and against Fort Fisher, North Carolina,
a major southern supply depot. Wounded at the end of the war, Bryer
returned to White Haven and presented Albert Lewis with a Civil War pis-
tol. Lewis assured Bryer that he always had employment with his compa-
ny.

In his late twenties, Lewis left the Lehigh Valley Railroad and acquired
his first timber tract in Dennison Township in 1866. In the early 1870s, he
began purchasing White Haven lands in earnest; by 1880 he was also pur-
chasing land in Bear Creek. His timber tracts and mill sites along the
Lehigh River, Hickory Run, and Bear Creek would soon total 30,000 acres.
By 1870, he was associated with Allentown partners in timbering at White
Haven. Lewis initially rafted logs on the streams and river in the Lehigh

Albert Lewis and Arthur L. Stull



Gorge with a small force of men. He later constructed logging railroads
from the forests to his mills to reach the main line of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad. He was also a partner in the Glen Summit Hotel, which was
principally owned by the Lehigh Valley Railroad. The hotel opened along
the Lehigh Valley Railroad line between White Haven and Wilkes-Barre in
February 1884.

In 1876, Lewis and Lehigh Valley Railroad investors purchased 13,000
acres along Bowman’s Creek, between Harvey’s Lake and Ricketts Glen,
from Col. R. Bruce Ricketts, who owned immense timber lands in
Wyoming and Sullivan counties and the northwestern corner of Luzerne
County. But the Lehigh Valley Railroad did not complete a railroad
through the tracts until the early 1890s.

On August 11, 1885, Lizzie Crellin Lewis died at the Glen Summit
Hotel after a long illness. Lewis erected a memorial, the beautiful Grace
Chapel, which still stands at Bear Creek adjacent to the Lewis’s private
cemetery. There were no children from this marriage.

During the late 1880s and early 1800s, Lewis built a railroad from
Wyoming Valley to Harvey’s Lake, where he opened a lumber business at
the village of Alderson. With business associates Adam and Arthur L.
Stull, and the backing of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, the lands purchased
in 1876 along Bowman’s Creek were also opened to lumbering with the
founding of the towns of Noxen and Stull. Ice production followed on
the lakes Lewis and Stull built along Bowman’s Creek above Stull.

During a business trip to England, Lewis met Lily Constance
Westendert of London, whom he married there in September 1892. Her
grace complemented Lewis’s charity, and they were both recognized as
national social figures. Lewis was known as “the lumber king.” Children

also affectionately called him “Daddy.” as he had a life-long habit of giv-
ing shiny new dimes (and later quarters) to youngsters.

Albert and Lily Lewis had a summer home in Newport, Rhode Island,
and a winter home in St. Augustine, Florida, but their principal residence
was a palatial Tudor residence in Bear Creek. The Bear Creek dam and
lake were one of several Lewis had constructed to serve his Bear Creek
Ice Company which he formed in March 1895. It was the major business
enterprise of his later life.

By 1910, ice production was America’s seventh largest industry. The
Bear Creek and Mountain Springs operations were major contributors to
the industry in the mid-Atlantic region. Lewis employed 125 men in his
ice business in Bear Creek, which was a unique company village. Harvey’s
Lake and Bowman’s Creek lumbering had ended in 1912, and the Lewis
and Stull partnership was dissolved. Arthur L. Stull continued with the ice
business on Bowman’s Creek and Albert Lewis concentrated on his own
ice plants at Bear Creek, outside of Wilkes-Barre.

The Bear Creek village was a social Mecca for Lewis’s influential and
wealthy business network. Former Presidents Theodore Roosevelt and
William Howard Taft each visited Lewis’s estate in Bear Creek. The village
also contained rent-free cottages where Lewis’s fortunate employees lived,
many of whom were immigrants. Lewis even supplied electricity to the
homes from a powerhouse he constructed. He provided free housing at
the village and other necessities to the aged and retired James Bryer,
Lewis’s Civil War substitute.

Lewis had his work force construct over one hundred miles of red-
shale riding trails and driveways through the forests around Bear Creek.
He had a personal stable of twenty-one fine driving horses. Lewis had an
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aversion to automobiles which were forbidden on his private roads.
Beginning in 1894, Lewis had the Old East End Boulevard constructed as
a toll road, but automobiles were not allowed on it until 1907, when the
Wilkes-Barre Automobile Club finally persuaded Lewis to sell it and it
became a county road. In later years Lewis, too, became an automobile
fan.

On December 18, 1923, Albert Lewis died at the age of eighty five in
Bear Creek following a three-week illness. His showcase home had been
destroyed in a fire six months earlier and a new Bear Creek home was
only partially completed when he died. By the time of his death, his lum-
bering interests had been played out, but his ice industry was a huge suc-
cess. In the winter of 1922-1923, his Bear Creek Company had shipped
100,000 tons of ice and would continue to operate until 1938.

The Lewis legacy today is primarily Bear Creek village, a private home
development, and Bear Creek dam which preserves a Lewis ice lake.

Arthur L. Stull (1862-1942)

Arthur Lewis Stull is widely regarded as the most prominent member
of the Stull family connected with Albert Lewis and the lumbering and
ice-cutting operations at North Mountain. But Arthur L. Stull’s father,
Adam Stull (1833-1909), was the actual founder of the Stull family enter-
prise. Adam Stull was the son of Lewis and Elizabeth Guinter Stull. Lewis
Stull (1797-1867) settled in Bucks Township in 1817 on a 166-acre farm.
Lewis and Elizabeth Stull had nine children; eight grew to adulthood, but
a son, John Stull, died in the Civil War. The other children became well-
known in the regional business and agricultural communities.

The heavily forested area along the Lehigh River where the Stulls set-
tled became a major lumbering region. Adam Stull entered the lumber
business along the Lehigh, as did a brother Albert who later founded a
lumber business in Lackawanna County. Adam Stull married Melvania
Lewis (1836-1896), the oldest daughter of Abijah Lewis, and two of their
four children, Arthur L. Stull and Albert A. Stull (1871-1946) would work
with their father Adam in the lumber business. Another family member in
the lumber business was William R. Stull, a son of Daniel Stull, another
brother to Adam Stull. William Stull, who died in 1918, was married to
Eliza Lewis, another daughter of Abijah Lewis. William Stull was a share-
holder in the Bowman’s Creek Lumber Company, the Albert Lewis
Lumber and Manufacturing Company, as well as the Bear Creek Ice
Company; but he was principally the manager of the Preston Lumber and
Coal Company in Oakland, Maryland, in which Lewis and the Stulls had
joint interests.

Adam Stull was the brother-in-law of Albert Lewis and both spent their
young manhood along the Lehigh River. In 1870, Stull became a manager
in Lewis’s lumber business in White Haven. Adam Stull relocated to
Alderson in Harvey’s Lake in the late 1880s when Lewis opened the
Harvey’s Lake and Bowman’s Creek area to lumbering. Stull and Lewis
were very close friends and associates until the latter’s death in November
1909.

Arthur L. Stull was intimately associated with his father, Adam, and his
uncle, Albert Lewis, in the lumber and ice business. He attended Wyoming
Seminary, and upon graduation at the age of eighteen, he was employed
by Albert Lewis as a timekeeper in the lumber business at Bear Creek
until 1887. When Lewis opened the Harvey’s Lake and Bowman’s Creek
lumber district in 1887, Arthur L. Stull was named superintendent of the
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Alderson lumber mill operations. In August 1890, Stull became the gener-
al manager and treasurer of the Albert Lewis Lumber and Manufacturing
Company, which was extending its operations to the new lumber mill in a
town named Stull. Within the next few years, Stull was managing ice-cut-
ting at two artificial lakes (Mountain Springs) built at Bean Run above
Stull. Both Stull and Mountain Springs were along Bowman’s Creek. Until
1902, the Albert Lewis Lumber and Manufacturing Company was only
operating under a lease from the Bowman’s Creek Lumber Company to
timber the 1,000-acre tract purchased from Col. R. Bruce Ricketts in 1876.
In May 1902, the Bowman’s Creek Company sold its land holdings for
$87,996 to the Albert Lewis Lumber and Manufacturing Company.

In August 1907, the Albert Lewis Lumber and Manufacturing Company
was reorganized to provide Arthur L. Stull a partnership interest in the
company. The company controlled 22,400 acres in Noxen and Monroe
townships in Wyoming County and Fairmont, Ross and Lake townships in
Luzerne County. Albert Lewis retained a three-quarter interest in the
lands, with Arthur L. Stall a one-quarter owner in a partnership titled
Lewis and Stull. Adam Stull was seemingly retired from the business.

The Lewis and Stull arrangement continued business operations in
Alderson, Stull, and Mountain Springs, but by the years 1911 and 1912,
the lumber tracts were nearly exhausted. The ice cutting industry, howev-
er, was still booming, but apparently relations had strained between Lewis
and the Stull brothers, Arthur L. and Albert A. Stull, particularly after the
death of Adam Stull in 1909.

In December 1912, the Lewis and Stull partnership was dissolved.
Lewis retained 15,000 acres in Noxen, Forkston, Lake, Ross, and Fairmont
Townships-now played out for lumbering purposes and Arthur L. Stull
retained 6,800 acres encompassing the Mountain Springs and Beech Lake
ice plants and the Alderson property at Harvey’s Lake, a substantial busi-

ness with three decades of life left to it. By this time, too, Albert Lewis
was seventy-two and was content to oversee his incredibly active Bear
Creek ice plants, spending his winters in Newport, or more likely, St.
Augustine, where he was also a notable social figure and community bene-
factor.

In early 1927, three years after Lewis’s death, his heirs sold the tracts
Lewis had retained in 1912 to Arthur L. Stull and his brother Albert A.
Stull. Five years later-in 1933-the Stull brothers and Robert A. Stull, a son
of Arthur L. Stull, created a separate partnership to operate the ice busi-
ness at Mountain Springs. The Stull family also operated a supply store at
Alderson for some time and they sold considerable real estate from their
holdings. The Stull farm at Harvey’s Lake was sold to State Senator
Andrew J. Sordoni in 1931-1933

On May 22, 1942, Arthur Lewis Stull died of a heart attack in Oakland,
Maryland. Ironically, he had traveled there to attend the funeral of Atty.
Frederick Thayer, a close friend and a prominent lumber dealer. Stull
resided at 182 South Franklin Street in Wilkes-Barre with his wife Mary
Edie Stull. An elder in the First Presbyterian Church, he was closely asso-
ciated with the Salvation Army, serving on its board of directors for thirty
years. Even earlier in 1901, he helped in the fund-raising campaign to
build the original Salvation Army Citadel on South Pennsylvania Avenue
in Wilkes-Barre. He was also a director of the Miner’s National Bank
(now the United Penn Bank).

The Stull lands in Wyoming and Luzerne Counties which were not sold
to private interests have become state game lands adjacent to Ricketts
Glen State Park. Stull’s Ice Dam Number 2 (formerly Mountain Springs)
is now Mount Springs, a lake owned by the Pennsylvania Fish
Commission.
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Albert Lewis (1840-1923) and his wife Lily C. Lewis (1868-1950) are shown on a boating cruise in later life at an unidentified location.



In 1869, the Lehigh Valley Railroad finished the construction of a 96-
mile railroad line along the Susquehanna River from Wilkes-Barre to
Waverly, New York. Called the Pennsylvania and New York Canal and

Railroad Company, the railroad was largely built alongside the North
Branch Extension Canal (1856-1872), which connected the Wyoming coal
field in Luzerne County to a canal system in central New York to reach
the Great Lakes. The canal itself was heavily damaged in an 1865 flood
and was closed in 1872, after which the company double-tracked the rail
line. But this railroad completely by-passed the rich timber lands of the
North Mountain in Luzerne, Wyoming, and Sullivan counties. Prior to the
early 1890s, lumber firms in the Bowman’s Creek and Mehoopany Creek
lands used splash dams, creek freshets or wagons to reach mills and local
markets.

The absence of a railroad through the North Mountain range plagued
its major landowner, Col. R. Bruce Ricketts, for a quarter of a century,
and blocked his fortune-building from the unbroken forest lands he had
acquired in three counties. Without a railroad, the existing lumber mer-
chants in Sullivan and Wyoming Counties were limited to small milling
and tanning operations, while the Wyoming Valley mining industry and
growing mid-Atlantic cities clamored for lumber.

In time, however, various interests, under the eye of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad, planned to connect Towanda with Wilkes-Barre by construction

of a substantial railroad through the vast North Mountain forest. In 1867,
the independent Sullivan and Erie Railroad opened a 24-mile line between
Monroeton, five miles from Towanda, to Bernice, to reach the semi-
anthracite mine fields of Bradford County. This coal had a market in New
York State. Monroeton was connected to Towanda on the Susquehanna
River by the Barclay Railroad, later known as the Susquehanna and New
York Railroad, over which the Lehigh Valley would later have trackage
rights. The Sullivan and Erie had financial difficulties and was reorganized
after foreclosure in 1874, as the State Line and Sullivan Railroad. In 1884,
the State Line and Sullivan Railroad was leased to the Pennsylvania and
New York Canal and Railroad Company.

In 1884, the Loyalsock Railroad, corporately controlled by the
Pennsylvania and New York, was chartered to build a 32-mile extension
from the State Line’s terminus at Bernice, to Bowman’s Creek near Bean
Run (Mountain Springs), which would open up both Lopez and Col.
Ricketts’ North Mountain lands. This line opened in 1893 as part of the
through line between Wilkes-Barre and Towanda. There was additional
mileage to the State Line and the Loyalsock lines representing small
branches to outlying mill and resort towns. For example, two of the most
important on the Loyalsock were the 7.75-mile branch connecting
Thorndale on the main track with the lumber town of Lopez, and the
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The Bowman’s Creek Branch of the
Lehigh Valley Railroad (1887-1963)



3.85-mile Ganoga Branch connecting the lumber town of Ricketts with
Col. Ricketts’ Lake Ganoga resort.

The last important railroad link was the connecting railroad from
Ricketts at North Mountain to Wilkes-Barre on the Susquehanna River.
This link was the Wilkes-Barre and Harvey’s Lake Railroad. The Wyoming
Valley mining industry centered in Wilkes-Barre had an insatiable demand
for timber to be used for breakers, mine railroad ties, and support lumber
in hundreds of miles of mine tunnels. The Wyoming Valley also had
main-line railroad connections to haul lumber to Allentown, New York,
and Philadelphia markets, where immigration and industrialization pres-
sures demanded lumber for housing and factories.

The Construction Years
In 1885, the Lehigh Valley Railroad surveyed at least three different

routes from the Wyoming Valley to Harvey’s Lake and Bowman’s Creek to
reach the North Mountain lumber tracts. There also was interest by the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company in a similar line, and at least a rumor of
interest by the Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western Railroad Company.
But no firm action was taken by these major railroads to construct a rail-
road in the early 1880s, even though the Lehigh Valley had purchased
13,000 acres of Bowman’s Creek timber lands in 1876, through which the
railroad from Ricketts’ lands to Harvey’s Lake could be built.

Albert Lewis and his Lehigh Valley friends were surprised in October
1885, when a group of local investors, generally representing Wyoming
Valley lumber, insurance, and ice interests, under the leadership of John S.
Shonk, George W. Shonk, and A.S. Orr, incorporated the Wilkes-Barre
and Harvey’s Lake Railroad Company. They planned to build a railroad
from the Wyoming Valley through the Back Mountain community of

Dallas, to the newly developing resort at Harvey’s lake. The investors were
initially divided as to inviting Albert Lewis to join the corporation. But the
capital necessary to purchase the right-of-way and to construct a railroad
was heavy. Lewis had both an interest and the financial resources to help
Shonk’s friends, and Lewis joined the investors. Lewis immediately recog-
nized the importance of controlling the railroad to serve the Bowman’s
Creek lands which he and his Lehigh Valley Railroad investors had pur-
chased a decade earlier. Within a year, the new railroad found itself
$90,000 in debt to Lewis for advances made by Lewis to acquire the right-
of-way through the Back Mountain for the railroad. By June 1886, some
original stockholders in the railroad had sold out to Lewis who then
installed his own financial and legal friends and advisors as owners of the
railroad.

Lewis employed a large number of East European immigrants, 500
men, to complete the railroad which reached Dallas in December 1886.
He planned to headquarter his Back Mountain lumber business at the
north corner of Harvey’s Lake, which became the village of Alderson,
named after William C. Alderson, treasurer of the Lehigh Valley Railroad.

On May 26, 1887, Lewis improvised a flat car for passenger use and ran
a special excursion for friends to enjoy a party at his Alderson estate,
where he had built a showpiece log cottage near the site of the sawmill he
would build the following winter. The cottage was a major attraction for
many years and would become the lake home of Adam Stull, Lewis’s chief
associate in the lake’s lumber business. Regular passenger service on the
twelve-mile Luzerne to Harvey’s Lake railroad began on June 16, 1887.

On August 5, 1887, Lewis sold the twelve-mile Harvey’s Lake railroad
to the Lehigh Valley Railroad. By August 16, 1887, two trains each way
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began a daily run to the lake. In October 1887, the Alderson post office
was created for the growing North Corner. Edward Bush, the first post-
master at Alderson, was the freight agent for the Lewis lumber company
at the lake.

From Alderson, Lewis also constructed an additional eleven miles of
log railroad to Bowman’s Creek at Noxen. Apparently, the Lewis log train
road was the original track for an extension of the Wilkes-Barre and
Harvey’s Lake Railroad Company from Alderson to the Bowman’s Creek
timbering fields. But the grades for the log roads were too difficult for the
heavier trains of the Lehigh Valley Railroad. The Lehigh Valley Railroad
instead began to construct a new six-mile rail bed from Alderson to
Noxen on a different route more suitable for passenger and freight serv-
ice.

Lewis maintained the original line of his log train to tap the timbering
tracts along Bowman’s Creek. The Lewis log train ran west directly from
Alderson and would link with the new Lehigh Valley line at Beaver Run
immediately below Noxen. From the log train line to Noxen, Lewis built a
spur in March 1889 to Ruggles, where Lewis had purchased the J.J. Shonk
lumber mill.

The Harvey’s Lake railroad began in Luzerne on the west side of the
Susquehanna River. Prior to 1891, there was no direct line from Wilkes-
Barre to the lake. A separate Lehigh Valley Railroad train had to be taken
on the east side of the river in Wilkes-Barre at 10:00 a.m., north to
Pittston Junction. There, a transfer was made to a Lackawanna and
Bloomsburg train which crossed from the east to the west side of the
river. The train then returned down river to Bennett’s Crossing at Luzerne
before it connected with the Harvey’s Lake railroad. As a better alterna-

tive, Wilkes-Barre passengers to the lake initially could take a trolley from
Public Square and cross the river to Kingston and then take a short ride
on the Lackawanna and Bloomsburg railroad to Luzerne to connect to the
Harvey’s Lake railroad. In either case, the connections were very cumber-
some and time-consuming. To return on the railroad from the lake, pas-
sengers had to leave the Alderson station at 3:00 p.m. This awkward
schedule left only a few hours for tourists to enjoy the lake, and service
on the Harvey’s Lake railroad was not profitable. The railroad quickly
planned a more economical route and the construction of a large amuse-
ment park at the lake to attract additional passenger service.

An eighteen-mile direct line from Wilkes-Barre to Alderson at Harvey’s
Lake became available in 1891 when the Lehigh Valley Railroad construct-
ed the Port Bowkley bridge across the river above Wilkes-Barre from
Plains to Forty Fort. The piers of this railroad bridge can still be seen
from the Cross Valley Expressway which crosses the river below the old
railroad bridge. The direct line at Port Bowkley, in 1891, coincided with
the construction of mills and tanneries at the “boom towns” of Noxen
and Stull, and also with the opening of the picnic grounds at the lake by
the railroad.

By July 1891, the new Lehigh Valley track at Harvey’s Lake was carried
an additional mile along the lake shore from Alderson to the picnic
grounds where a small Harvey’s Lake substation was located. By April
1892, the track was completed to Bowman’s Creek at Noxen. Nearly sev-
enteen miles to the west was Ricketts, another lumbering “boom town.”
Ricketts was connected to Towanda by 43 miles of track operated by the
Loyalsock Railroad and the State Line and Sullivan Railroad Company,
subsidiary lines of the Lehigh Valley Railroad. Only eight miles of addi-
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tional railroad between Noxen and Bean Run below Ricketts was required
to connect Wilkes-Barre with New York State through the North
Mountain.

Lewis constructed the missing link in the summer of 1892. By
September 1892, there was a direct rail line between Wilkes-Barre,
Harvey’s Lake, and Towanda. However, the direct line between the
Wyoming Valley and Towanda was not in use. There was a dispute
between Lewis and the railroad company over the purchase price of
Lewis’s vital link, and also over the rates the railroad would charge Lewis
to use the line to haul timber.

In the meantime, a critical telegraph line needed to manage two-way
traffic on a single-track system was not constructed. Negotiations were
slow and a hard winter with high snow delayed the telegraph line until late
spring. Freighters and the general public in the Wyoming Valley berated
the company and Lewis and clamored to have the new railroad opened.
By May 1893, the Trexler and Turrell Lumber Company had opened their
mill at Ricketts and had cut five million feet of logs which were ready to
be hauled out by railroad, and 7,000 tons of bark were piled for shipment
to the Noxen tannery. In late June 1893, Lewis and the Lehigh Valley
finally reached an accord and the line was ready to open, but not without
incident.

On June 24, 1893, a special excursion train ran over the new line from
Wilkes-Barre to Towanda. In addition to Lewis, the train carried officials
from the Lehigh Valley Railroad and Reading Railroad, the latter for a
time operating the Lehigh system. Twenty miles beyond Harvey’s Lake the
excursion collided with a log train operating for the Trexler lumber firm.
Lewis Hunsinger, a train hand for Trexler, was caught between falling logs
and had a leg severed. The lumber train had been warned to switch off to

a siding until the special passed, but after waiting a time, the log train re-
entered the main line and attempted to reach another siding further along
the line when the collision occurred. The two locomotives were badly
damaged and the train officials were delayed until another engine could be
brought to the scene.

Finally, on July 1, 1893, the Lehigh Valley Railroad acquired the com-
plete line which provided direct rail service from the Wyoming Valley
through the booming timbering fields of Luzerne, Wyoming, and Sullivan
counties, and on to Towanda. The 79-mile railroad was named the
Bowman’s Creek Branch of the Lehigh Valley Railroad. Closed circuit
telegraphs were used by the railroad and its train dispatchers to manage
operations-particularly important on a single-track operation like
Bowman’s Creek.

By agreement with the railroad, Western Union services were also avail-
able on the same telegraph line, tying together the rural villages with each
other and with larger cities. Money transfers, too, were available by tele-
graph. Stations had their own distinctive telegraph call letters: Wilkes-
Barre (WD), Dallas (D), Alderson (DR), Noxen (NX), Stull (UX), Ricketts
(RI), and Lopez (OZ). Towanda had two wire service designations: DP
for freight, and DA for the passenger office.

Harvey’s Lake Ice Industry
An interesting sidelight to the history of the Albert Lewis Lumber and

Manufacturing Company and the Bowman’s Creek Railroad is why the
Lewis company did not develop a major ice-cutting industry on the 658-
acre Harvey’s Lake, where Lewis had manufacturing facilities and access to
a railroad. In fact, Albert Lewis did attempt ice-cutting at the lake, but he
was thwarted by a peculiar land issue involving the bottom of Harvey’s
Lake.
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In the fall of 1870, Hendrick B. Wright, a Wilkes-Barre lawyer, mine
owner, and local congressman, who was attracted to the lake and later
built a home there, and Charles T. Barnum, a local judge who also lived at
the lake, applied to the state for ownership rights to the land underneath
Harvey’s Lake, which had not been included in any previous state grants.
Land grants to areas under rivers and lakes in the state were not uncom-
mon, particularly to support mining rights. The lake bottom was divided
into two large parcels, and on October 13, 1870, the state granted Wright
a warrant for 285 acres and Barnum a warrant for 3z9 acres. The lake was
surveyed on November 3, and state patents were issued to Wright and
Barnum on February 20, 1871.

Although access to Harvey’s Lake was limited by a three or four-hour
stagecoach ride, public interest and access to the lake for fishing and
resort purposes was important to Wyoming Valley residents. The lake
patents drew the anger of local residents who protested to the legislature.
The legislature responded with a law declaring I-Harvey’s Lake and
Harvey’s Creek to be navigable waters.

The effect of the state law was not to challenge Wright’s and Barium’s
ownership of the land under the lake, but to assure access to the lake
waters by adjoining property owners. In fairness to Wright and Barium,
they never intended to exclude public use of the lake. Wright and Barnum
planned to engage in ice cutting on the lake in the winter, and the lake
patents arguably provided a legal basis to support the business. Wright
and Barnum exchanged half interests in each other’s lake patents, and they
built four large ice houses in the Alderson corner for their ice business.
Wright and Barnum did exercise a proprietary interest in Harvey’s Lake by
stocking it with 300 black bass, a new game fish, in late August 1871.

Wright and Barnum, however, did not enter the ice-cutting business
themselves in any serious way, and the patents for the most part were not
exercised. Wright died in 1881, and Barnum in 1887, and the patents fell
to their estates and heirs to manage. In January 1888, the heirs of H.B.
Wright and C.T. Barnum granted George R. Wright and Benjamin F.
Barnum, sons of the original patent owners, a license to cut ice on the
lake. The license, however, was then leased to Albert Lewis who planned
to cut at least 6,000 tons of ice annually at the lake, with a royalty to the
heirs of Wright and Barnum.

From 1888 to 1893, the Albert Lewis Lumbering and Manufacturing
Company cut ice at Harvey’s Lake. The ice houses were in Alderson on
the corner near the Alderson church. In March 1889, for example, the
Lewis company had fifty men at the lake working in the ice industry there.
Ten to twenty railroad cars were loaded daily, each with twenty to thirty
tons of ice. Older Wright and Barnum ice houses were filled, and two
new houses, 40 by 80 feet, were also being filled while still under con-
struction, each holding 15,000 tons of ice blocks.

The Lewis ice operations at Harvey’s Lake only lasted a few years. The
Wright and Barnum heirs were not pleased with their business arrange-
ment with Lewis. Their royalty from the Lewis ice contract in 1893 was
only $60.75, and they had an undisclosed dispute over his business meth-
ods, which probably shaved their royalties to a meaningless venture. In
November 1893, the license with Lewis was cancelled. Lewis quickly
developed a new ice industry at Bean Run (Mountain Springs) and at Bear
Creek.

The Wright and Barnum heirs leased the ice rights to Theodore
Renshaw of Plymouth in the 1894 and 1895 seasons. Afterwards the heirs
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unsuccessfully sought to sell the lake patents. They abandoned the ice-cut-
ting business, and seemingly, too, a claim to the patents, and in February
1900 the uninsured Barnum and Wright ice houses were destroyed by fire.
For the next 45 years, small individual firms cut ice on the lake, ignoring
the lake patents.

The Village o f Alderson
Alderson was an extremely active village on the north corner of

Harvey’s Lake from 1887 to 1912. The Lewis sawmill in Alderson was
operating by April 1888. The railroad depot served countless tons of
freight in addition to passenger traffic. Steamboats provided passenger
service from the Alderson station to hotels and boarding houses, which
were dotted along the lake. Particularly well-known were the Rhodes
Hotel (1855-1908), Lake Grove House (1881-1897), and its successor, the
magnificent Hotel Oneonta (1898-1919), all located at the Sunset section
of the lake. Alderson had its own school and church on lots contributed
by the Albert Lewis Lumber Company. The Lehigh Valley picnic grounds,
later known as Hanson’s Amusement Park, were a mile down the lake
from Alderson and the railroad passed through the park grounds.

W.H. Rauch was the foreman at the Alderson sawmill. Sawmills were
initially equipped with huge circular saws, about six feet in diameter, to cut
timber. In 1889, the band saw was generally introduced in American
sawmills. A band saw was an endless band of steel with cutting teeth on
one or both sides. The band saw was draped over a lower and upper
wheel. A band saw forty feet long by nearly a foot wide was installed in
the Alderson mill in the early 1890s to replace a circular saw. A band saw
cutting path was only one-eighth of an inch wide compared to the three-
eighths of an inch path of a circular saw, saving one inch of board for

every four cuts of a band saw. At Alderson, Joseph Trutchler was the
chief sawyer responsible for the 400 razor-sharp teeth of the band saws.
Broken teeth were quickly cut out by Trutchler, who, aided by red-hot
tongs, clamps, and silver solder, would add new teeth to the band saw. At
any one time, thousands of logs filled the boom on the lake by the
Alderson mill.

There was enough lumbering in the Harvey’s Lake and Bowman’s Creek
region to support both the Stull and Alderson sawmills until the Stull mill
burned in 1906. The Alderson mill continued at least until 1912 when the
last tract near the lake was cut. Lewis and Stull, the partnership which ran
the mills, was dissolved in late 1912. Thereafter, the Stull interests contin-
ued at Harvey’s Lake and Bowman’s Creek in the farming, ice, and land
business. The Alderson sawmill was dismantled about 1918.

The Railroad’s Decline
Twenty years after the Bowman’s Creek Branch opened to traffic, a

number of factors were quickly ending the profitability of the railroad. A
trolley line to the Sunset section of Harvey’s Lake (1898-1931) drew away
passenger service from Alderson, except for train excursions to the lake’s
amusement park. After World War I, young people increasingly moved
from the farms to cities and were drawn away from country living. The
automobile age also had arrived; cars were quicker and more convenient
than scheduled trains. Not only passenger service, but also freight service
declined. The old State Line and Sullivan Railroad was dependent on
haulage from the semi-anthracite coal industry in Bernice, which increas-
ingly lost its market. By 1913, the major lumber business was over at
Ricketts, Stull, and Alderson. The Lopez mills, too, were closed between
1905 and 1907. Any further lumbering was limited to small lots, particu-
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larly for mine props, which were hauled by truck. The ice industry at
Mountain Springs and the tannery at Noxen coninued, but mechanical
refrigeration, artificial ice, and leather substitutes were making severe in-
roads into these industries.

By the mid-1920s, there was little passenger traffic on the Bowman’s
Creek Branch. The twice daily passenger trains were reduced to one train
each way daily on December 19, 1928. A passenger train from Wilkes-
Barre to Towanda left Wyoming Valley at about 8:oo a.m. A similar train
from Towanda to Wilkes-Barre left at 1o:oo a.m. During the middle of
the day, a local freight train running west to Bernice would place cars at
sidings along the route and unload freight. The return freight train picked
up ice cars in Mountain Springs, and local freight arrived in Wilkes-Barre
about 8:oo p.m. Yet, the Bowman’s Creek line was the only substantial
transportation available to handle passenger and freight service for tiny
villages along the creek between Noxen and Ricketts Glen. Roads were
few and crude. Separate passenger and freight trains to Alderson were dis-
continued on April 2, 1934, and the last advertised passenger service, even
to the resort of Harvey’s Lake, appeared in March 1936. In 1938-1939,
the tracks between Lopez Lehigh Valley Railroad to close traffic above
Noxen on the Bowman’s Creek Branch. During the next fifteen years,
after the ice industry closed at Mountain Springs, the Bowman’s Creek
Branch limped along, with one freight train daily in its last years. In fact,
the entire Lehigh Valley Railroad system was in severe trouble.

In July 1963, the Interstate Commerce Commission authorized the
Lehigh Valley Railroad to abandon the Bowman’s Creek Branch line
between Dallas and Noxen. The railroad had been in severe financial diffi-
culty for years, and passenger service along the entire Lehigh Valley

Railroad system had ended as a practical matter in 1961. Mechanical
refrigeration had ended the ice-cutting industry after World War II and
eliminated the hauling of ice cars by the railroad, although the railroad
had continued to haul hides to the Noxen tannery. The tannery, however,
had peaked in 1941 when it employed 217 persons. When the tannery
closed in 1961, it ended

the last remaining freight service of any consequence along the
Bowman’s Creek Branch, and the last freight service on the Back
Mountain line typically carried only a single boxcar. The Alderson station
had already been removed in May 1958. Governmental approval to close
the railroad line between Luzerne and Dallas was granted to the Lehigh
Valley Railroad in September 1963. On Sunday, December 22, 1963, at
12:01 a.m., the Lehigh Valley Railroad formally abandoned the Bowman’s
Creek Branch from Luzerne to Dallas.

In 1970, the Lehigh Valley Railroad sought reorganization of its col-
lapsing financial and operations structure under federal bankruptcy law.
On April 1, 1976, the federal government’s sponsored Consolidated Rail
Corporation (Conrail) absorbed the Lehigh Valley Railroad.
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The town of Stull had its origin in the early land speculation of Col.
R. Bruce Ricketts, the vast land baron of North Mountain, and
Albert Lewis, the energetic lumber king of Luzerne County. Both

were aware that the North Mountain and Bowman’s Creek tracts could
make them wealthy if exploited for their virgin timber.

Lewis may have been aware of the potential of the Bowman’s Creek
area from his childhood when his father settled at Beaumont, a village
along the wild mountain stream. Ricketts, too, wanted to capitalize on
his extensive land holdings and also to attract a railroad to the North
Mountain. Lewis, of course, had the necessary connections with the
Lehigh Valley Railroad, a coal and transportation empire.

On August 5, 1874, Ricketts agreed to sell 13,032 acres of prime
Ricketts timberlands along Bowman’s Creek in Luzerne and Wyoming
counties to the 34-year-old ambitious Albert Lewis and six other
Lehigh Valley Railroad associates. He retained a one- thirteenth interest
in the lands hoping to use it as leverage in closing the final deal.
Ricketts tried to entice the Lehigh Valley Railroad to purchase addition-
al lands, including his Lake Ganoga property and the waterfalls which
now grace Ricketts Glen State Park, in a proposed financial package, if
the company would immediately build a railroad through North
Mountain. But the railroad partners may have felt such a commitment
was premature, or were not inclined to become too indebted to

Ricketts. But Ricketts was in debt from his land purchases and he need-
ed cash. The sale was finally closed on January 14, 1876, and the land
deeded to the Lewis group for $120,000, approximately $10 an acre.
Ricketts also relinquished his one-thirteenth interest in the tracts.

Without a railroad to the Bowman’s Creek lands, however, the tracts
lay dormant for a decade. Lewis was extremely active at this time along
the Lehigh River and would soon enter the Bear Creek area, with the
Bowman’s Creek lands a reserve for future development. Meanwhile,
Ricketts was trying to become a millionaire by selling his much larger
remaining lands in Sullivan and Wyoming counties.

In 1885 Wilkes-Barre interests began construction of a railroad to
Harvey’s Lake; a railroad line to tap the Bowman’s Creek lands was
within view, which Lewis quickly seized to complete for the Lehigh
Valley Railroad. At the same time, Lewis and his investors formed the
Bowman’s Creek Land and Lumber Company, Ltd., a partnership for
certain tax advantages, to control the 13,000 acres purchased in 1876.
Some recapitalization may have occurred when the company sold the
lands in November 1886 for $260,000 to a corporation similarly named
the Bowman’s Creek Lumber Company. There also may have been
some change in the investors at this time but Lewis was clearly still in
control. The Bowman’s Creek Lumber Company leased the lands to
Lewis who would form the Albert Lewis Lumber and Manufacturing

17

Stull (1891-1906)
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Company in August 1890 to exploit the timberlands. The lumber com-
pany was capitalized at $400,000 by Lewis and ten much smaller
investors.

Following the sale by Albert Lewis of the twelve-mile Wilkes-Barre
and Harvey’s Lake Railroad to the Lehigh Valley Railroad in August
1887, Lewis completed construction of a ten-mile winding log train
railroad to reach the village of Lewis, a hamlet on Bowman’s Creek a
few miles north of the lake, which would be renamed Noxen the fol-
lowing year. Lewis’s log train line to Noxen was largely in place by
January 1890. His line was used by Noxen manufacturers to reach the
Lehigh Valley line in Alderson until late 1892, when a more direct
alternate Lehigh Valley line from Alderson to Noxen was opened.
Substantial new construction was underway at Noxen and it was evi-
dent that a new boom town on Bowman’s Creek, about two miles
above Noxen, was also under construction. Lewis had previously
attempted to purchase a new sawmill under construction at Noxen by
R.A. Whiteman, former Wilkes-Barre city treasurer, but Whiteman
refused to sell. Consequently, Lewis may have created Stull in response
to Whiteman’s rebuff. A post office designation for Noxen was made in
September 1888, and the new town above Noxen was named Stull,
after Adam Stull, in March 1890 when a post office there was author-
ized. 

The name Noxen did not honor a person or site but was adopted
because it was short and may have been suggested by the federal postal
authority. Another story holds that during a town meeting a child saw a
passing team of oxen and said, “Mommy, there goes a team of Noxen,”
and the townspeople adopted her misstatement as the town name. 

During the winter of 1890-1891, the Albert Lewis firm built a
sawmill at Stull. The area was formerly known for its trout fishing and
hunting, but was now alive with the buzz of sawmills, the shriek of the
locomotive, and the clapping of the woodcutter’s axe. The Lewis mill
was operating in May 1891. It was 130-feet long and 60-feet wide, with
a reported daily capacity of 100,000 board feet of lumber. Stull was
built along the narrow creek valley about a quarter of a mile upstream
from a little village once known as Stonetown or Stone’s Mills and
named after Ben Stone, a local millwright and early settler who also
became Stull’s postmaster. He had been the principal local timberer in
the area since 1872. Homes were now in the process of construction at
Stull for the mill workers, wood choppers, and bark peelers.

By August 1891, the Whiteman mill at Noxen was also in operation
along with the substantial Mosser tannery, which would be Noxen’s
principal industry for seventy years. George K. Mosser was a son of
James K. Mosser of Trexlertown. The father had developed one of the
major tanning firins in the mid-Atlantic region. The Mosser Tanning
Company was chartered on June 17, 1890. Among the principals were
members of the Mosser family and Albert Lewis. Lewis sold the com-
pany 72 acres for the tannery complex. Lewis also entered into an
exclusive agreement to sell all the bark from the 13,000 acres he con-
trolled to the Noxen tannery.

Within a year, the creek valley had grown from one dozen farm fami-
lies to a lively 500, who were mostly employed in the Noxen and Stull
industries. A.D. Kresge built a hotel at Noxen and was erecting a tin
store, harness shop, and a barber shop. The Lewis mill in Stull was in
full operation. Lewis also purchased the John J. Shonk mill in Ruggles
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which Shonk lost in a February 1888 fire. By March 1889, Lewis con-
structed a branch line of his log railroad from Alderson to Ruggles
where he rebuilt the mill. At this time, Lewis also acquired timberlands
in Maryland and Crellin, West Virginia. Crellin was named after R.P.
Crellin, one of Lewis’s principal assistants and financial partners, and
the brother of Lewis’s first wife.

During the winter months, the Lewis crews were extraordinarily busy
at both the Harvey’s Lake and Stull mills. By March 1892, one million
feet of logs were loaded in honeycomb fashion on the ice at Harvey’s
Lake and a log boom to contain them in the lake was under construc-
tion. Work began at 7:00 a.m. in the woods along Bowman’s Creek,
and all along the creek there were railroad ties to lay spur log lines to
reach into the opening forests, while timber and cord wood were cut
and hauled to the log railroad for shipment to the mills and Noxen tan-
nery.

By December 1892, passenger trains ran twice daily between Wilkes-
Barre and the Bowman’s Creek communities. At Noxen, Ziba Sickler
had a lock on the choice level land near the tannery, but the high price
of his building lots were driving new mechanics and laborers to cheap-
er lots among the hills. Kresge’s hotel was usually filled with traveling
salesmen or boarders, and the enterprising hotel owner was now build-
ing a blacksmith and wheelwright shop. Near Whiteman’s mill, a log
slide was constructed to bring the fallen timber to the mill pond. A log
slide is a trough made of timbers and could be a mile or more in length
if needed. The cut timber was hauled to the slide by mules. Loaded on
the slide, the timber would fall by gravity down the mountain log slide
to a creek or mill site. Where the logs might run too rapidly, spikes

could be driven up through the slide bottom to scratch the timber and
slow down its descent.

Adam Stull was the general manager of the Albert Lewis Lumbering
and Manufacturing Company, with his son, Arthur L. Stull, as the prin-
cipal assistant at the Stull mill. William Austin was foreman at the mill.
Other key personnel were Charles Mitchell, saw filer; Charles Deubler,
gang edger; James Newell, carriage sitter; Charles Dereamer, mill engi-
neer; Archer Weiss, setter; Charles Thomas, night watchman and owner
of a small store at Noxen; Frank Brittain, sawyer; Thomas Stout, log
sorter; Joseph Bullock, shipper; and Al Lauderbaugh, fireman. Austin
was formerly with Shonk’s lumber mill in Ruggles and was brought to
Stull when Lewis bought the Ruggles operation.

There was also a lath mill at Stull managed by Edward Transue, who
came to Stull with three sons from Lewis’s operations at Bear Creek. At
the Stull mill, Ed Transue, Jr., became a saw filer, and Frank Transue
was a sawyer, an important position supervising the sawing of lumber.
In the woods, Noah McCloskey and Johnny Adams were notable
“woods bosses.” McCloskey was also associated for some time with the
ice operations at Mountain Springs.

Stull also had a company store managed by S.S. Johnson and Fred
Stull, a son of Adam Stull. They had formerly operated the Harvey’s
Lake Supply Company at Alderson.

The Stull mill and Noxen tannery operations increasingly drew addi-
tional laborers, mechanics, blacksmiths, wheelwrights, and other enter-
prises to the area. There were also smaller finishing mills owned by
Ben Stone, E.H. Elston, and others, with additional Noxen hotels run
by Thomas Dolan and Serfernis Hawk. Other retailers included Grant
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Van Campen, a coal dealer, and W.F. Brown, who had a store opposite
the Kresge Hotel. At Stull, Hattie Thomas kept a boarding house for the
mill workers.

In March 1896, fifty men worked at the mill itself. In the mill pond,
workers sorted the logs; a circular chain from the pond drew the logs
into the mill where the circular saw “squared” the logs, after which the
squared log passed through a set of gang saws which could cut the log
into 500 board feet at one time. The typical output for Stull was 65,000
board feet daily, despite the mill’s larger capacity.

Accidents and illness were common in the Bowman’s Creek mill
towns, keeping Noxen’s Dr. Tibbins busy. William Wilson, for example,
had a leg broken in March 1896 while hauling logs. A horse was killed
in the same accident. In the same month, Llewelyn Thomas suffered a
crushed leg which had to be amputated. In June 1897, a Mr. Smith, on
his first day of employment, caught his foot in the endless chain at the
Stull mill pond and amputation initially seemed necessary, but Dr.
Tibbins saved it. Another mishap occurred in November 1899, when
the Lewis log train jumped the track at Bean Run. John Hartly, an
eight-year employee, jumped from the car to escape injury, but the car
landed on him, severing one leg and almost the second; he also broke
his hip. He died late in the evening at Wilkes-Barre General Hospital.
Unsanitary conditions prevailed at some farms and homes, and deadly
typhoid fever from poor water regularly occurred. Indeed, William T.
Austin, the Stull mill foreman, died of typhoid fever in October 1899.
He was also a school director at Stull and was largely responsible for
erection of the Stull church.

Churches and schools were the most important institutions in rural
areas. There was a rude school building at Stone’s Mills in the early
1870s-it had no paint or plaster and the seats were hemlock benches.
Rev. James Phoenix, a local farmer and Methodist-Episcopal preacher
from Noxen, presided at services held at the school. When Phoenix
became disabled from old age, Protestant-Methodists, under Rev.
Joseph Anderson of Harvey’s Lake, offered services at the old school
and at the “white schoolhouse” which replaced it. In 1892, as Stull was
developing, Mrs. B.M. Stone arranged for Centermoreland pastors to
regularly provide services at the school. She also founded the Ladies
Aid Society to raise funds for a church. They deposited $loo in the
Rockafellow Bank of Wilkes-Barre, but lost it when the bank failed-a
now forgotten, but then notorious, episode in local commercial history.
The society was discouraged for a time, but subsequently raised funds
for an organ and a pulpit bible. Rev. C.D. Skinner, a Wyoming
Seminary student, was the pastor in 1893-1894, receiving $loo in
salary.

The Noxen community had a similar, although earlier, church history.
A church group was formed around the year 1840 on Bowman’s Creek
which met at an old log schoolhouse and later at a more distant red
schoolhouse. Local pastors were Oliver Lewis, Abraham Frear, and
James Phoenix. In 1883, services were relocated to a “white school-
house” in Noxen with a new church dedicated in December 1886 at a
cost of $1,000.

In June 1896, Fred Stull organized a Sunday School at Bean Run, the
ice-cutting town further up the rail line, later known as Mountain
Springs. The Sunday School was presumably held at the Bean Run
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school. Since there was not a regular church as yet at Stull, the Bean
Run Sunday School was served by a pastor from Noxen.

Sentiment for a Stull church grew through the last years of the 1890s,
and on Sunday, October 29, 1899, a new Methodist-Episcopal church
was dedicated. The church lot was donated by the Lewis lumber com-
pany and built by men from the mill. The church was heated by a steam
line connected to the mill boiler. The church trustees were Ed Transue,
Jr., Frank Brittain, Charles Deubler, and William Austin. Unfortunately,
the robust and well-liked Austin died immediately before the dedica-
tion.

The 24 by 32-foot Stull church cost $850, but was controversial
because an earlier community committee apparently could have built a
larger church for $750. Because of the dispute, some church members
boycotted the dedication and did not contribute towards the last $80
needed to pay for its construction. Nevertheless, the church was full for
a religious rally by the Epworth League. Prayer meetings were held on
Wednesday evenings and a Sunday School was organized.

In Noxen, there were three churches serving the community. It was a
local joke that Noxen needed three churches to keep the Noxen crowd
in line. The growing Noxen and Stull area was originally part of
Monroe Township in Wyoming County. However, on petition of the
local residents, the Wyoming County Court approved the creation of
Noxen Township on February 21, 1895, with township officials elected
on April 13, 1895. A Noxen Township School Board was formed on
June 3, 1895. Noxen was always the larger community. It had three
schools in 1895, and a new fourroom school opened in September 1897
with four teachers.

In July 1895, a new two-room, graded school at Stull opened with
Professor Beal and Nellie Baker in charge, but in September 1899
Professor E.B. Beishline replaced Beal. Lillian Gordner would later
replace Baker. Not all the Stull children who enrolled in school attend-
ed on a regular basis. The Stull school was crowded with 80 to 90
pupils in the late 1890s, shared by the two teachers. A degree of absen-
teeism apparently was common, however, which provided some relief
to the teachers. Still, a significant number of students did not miss a
day of school. By 1903, a three-year high school program was available
at Noxen to area students, which older Stull students could attend.

In addition to the Stull mill, the immediate area also supported other
mills. In the late 1890s, Trexler and Turrell, which had the second
largest mill in the region at Ricketts, also had a smaller mill on South
Mountain, north of Stull near Kasson Brook. Trexler and Turrell also
had a mill at Noxen. The Trexler firm shipped its hemlock bark from
Ricketts and South Mountain to the Noxen tannery and its men could
easily switch work between Ricketts, South Mountain, and Noxen as
available work required.

The community life of Stull was typical of a small, rural town. There
were frequent, although simple, social gatherings such as ice cream
socials and chicken suppers. Readings, recitations, and temperance lec-
tures at the local schools drew a crowd, as would regular revival servic-
es. In February 1900, William Reinhart of Noxen had six students for
mandolin classes which were held on Tuesday evenings at the Stull
school. Most lumber towns also had a baseball team and a local band.
A ladies aid society held sewing bees to repair or make clothes for des-
titute or ill households. Handmade quilts were also raffled to raise char-
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itable funds. For the men, hunting season provided a recreational outlet,
with bear hunting a particular favorite. The woods surrounding Stull,
then as today, were a haven for rattlesnakes, and there was some talk
when Adam Stull killed a snake with fourteen rattles in midAugust
1899. In the winter, ice skating at Harvey’s Lake was popular among
the youth. The pool at the Stull dam was apparently not used for skat-
ing. Exhaust steam from the mill was diverted into the pool to partially
clear the ice so work on the mill pond could continue in the winter.

Farming in the flat acres along the creek or in mountain patches was
widespread. Oats and corn seemed to be the most common crops, along
with hay. These crops fed the horse teams which worked in the woods.
The hay was loaded loose in the summer on flat rail cars and taken to
horse stables in Bean Run, South Run, and Alderson. There were also
plum, cherry, and apple trees which freely served the community.
Huckleberries and blackberries were in abundance and picked by the
villagers.

Stull was regularly visited by traveling salesmen, better known as
“drummers,” such as James L. Vose of Tunkhannock, an insurance
salesman, or Joseph Maltz of Towanda, who sold jewelry. Butcher and
vegetable wagons regularly stopped in the town. Local farmers with
excess produce took wagons as far as Wilkes-Barre to sell it. For a
time, Noxen had its own newspaper, The Weekly Vidette, and corre-
spondents from the farm and mill towns, Stull, Noxen, Beaumont,
Centermoreland, and Harvey’s Lake had their own columns in the
weekly Dallas Post. These columns were mostly filled with innocent
social news, such as weddings, births, family visits, guests, and trips.
Indeed, visiting elsewhere, and entertaining friends at home, seemed

the most common social activities-little different from rural community
news columns ninety years later.

Saw mills were prone to disaster. The boilers were fired by sawdust
and waste wood. A fire in the boiler room of the Alderson mill was dis-
covered by Louis Frank, the night watchman one Saturday night in late
April 1898. Frank fastened down the whistle valve; a bucket brigade
responded and prevented the fire from spreading to the mill itself, only
thirty feet away. In March 1902, the Preston Lumber and Coal
Company, in which Albert Lewis had an interest, lost a mill in Crellin,
Maryland, in a fire.

On April 7, 1902, a fire began in the Stull boiler room and destroyed
the sawmill. The flames had spread rapidly and the workmen who
worked heroically were unable to save the mill. The Lewis firm built
another mill at the same site. The second mill was substantially differ-
ent in its construction, but news accounts do not appear to accurately
describe it. One account stated that Lewis replaced the burned mill by
relocating to Stull a mill that he owned in Mehoopany.

The second mill at Stull was rebuilt with a bandsaw, but the mill only
lasted four years. On November 22, 1906, at 10:30 p.m., the night
watchman discovered a fire in the mill’s interior. The mill whistle was
sounded and the workmen rushed to the mill. By midnight, it was obvi-
ous the mill could not be saved. The workmen directed their hoses to
saving the lumber stock in the adjoining lumber yards. It was initially
planned to rebuild the Stull mill again. However, the tracts were within
a few years of depletion and the mill was not rebuilt. Rather, timber cut
from the remaining tracts was hauled by railroad to the Lewis mill in
Alderson. The Stull community would only last a few more years. The
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remaining timber stands were few, and by 1911-1912, even the Alder-
son mill was within view of closing. The Stull school closed in 1912.
Within months, Albert Lewis was no longer active in lumbering at
Bowman’s Creek or Harvey’s Lake. He was making a fortune ice-cut-
ting at Bear Creek, while the brothers Arthur and Albert Stull were con-
centrating on ice-cutting at Mountain Springs.

The Stull mill ruins remained in place until 1918 when the remains
were salvaged for iron scrap for the World War I effort, as was the
Alderson mill. The town of Stull disintegrated and reverted largely to
its pre-boom farming days. Today a few homes dot the hillside in old
Stonetown, and Bowman’s Creek quietly flows past the few mill foun-
dations and memories where a generation once flourished.
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The Early Years

The ice industry at Mountain Springs may not have been intentionally
designed. Harvey�s Lake would have been the natural site for a major ice
industry, but the Wright and Barnum patents to the lake discouraged its
development. Indeed, Splash Dam No. 1 at Bean Run was developed by
Albert Lewis, not for the ice industry, but as an extension of his lumber
industry at Stull downstream on Bowman�s Creek.

In October 1890, the Albert Lewis Lumber and Manufacturing
Company began construction of a log and timber dam on Bowman�s
Creek, near Bean Run, a small stream which runs into the creek. The ini-
tial dam site was a failure; the creek bed was too soft to support a dam. In
October 1891, a second dam site just above Bean Run was selected and
Splash Dam No. 1 was constructed. A stream, Meadow Run, runs into
Bowman�s Creek above the site, which helped to feed the small lake.

The original purpose of Splash Dam No. 1 was to create a forty-acre
log pond into which felled timber was dumped from the railroad. Water
released from the dam through a log chute could carry the timber on an
artificial flood downstream to the mill pond 7.7 miles below in Stull. A
successful splash dam would have lessened Lewis�s dependence on, and
charges for, the use of the railroad that he was constructing along

Bowman�s Creek for the Lehigh Valley Railroad. Apparently, Splash Dam
No. 1 was used as a splash dam at least through 1895, but it was not suc-
cessful. The fall in the creek was too steep and the twisting creek bed
caused the released water to rush ahead of the logs, and too often the
logs became stranded along the shore instead of being carried down-
stream to the mill.

With the completion and sale by Lewis to the Lehigh Valley of the rail-
road along the creek in 1893, a splash dam was not critical to carry the
logs to mill. His company ran log railroad lines into the forest lands to
haul timber to the Lehigh Valley line and then down to Stull. Lewis then
converted Splash Dam No. 1 to icecutting in the mid-1890s, an industry
he also formed at Bear Creek in 1895, particularly since Harvey�s Lake was
closed to him in 1893 for formation of a major ice industry.

The Bowman�s Creek ice plant was originally called Bean Run. There
are no statistics available regarding its early years nor is the date of its first
ice-cutting certain, but probably it was the early months of 1896. Clearly
the business was very successful. In August 1909, Splash Dam No. 2, just
under one mile above the first dam, was constructed, also another forty-
acre lake. The No. 1 pond was longer than No. 2, but No. 2 was wider
than No. 1. The Lewis firm also harvested ice at Beech Lake, a natural
twenty-acre pond above Splash Dam No. 2. In January 1914, a post office
was created for the community. The postal designation was Mountain
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Springs and thereafter the ice-cutting community at the two dams was
known by its post office name.

Harvesting the Ice

In its simplest form, ice-cutting consisted of several phases of work.
Snow was cleared off the surface of the lake to reach the ice. The ice field
was then scored by horse or mule drawn ice plows in a pattern of large
blocks called floats. Mechanical saws then cut nearly through the floats.
Large sections of the ice field containing several floats were cut loose and
pulled by men through an opened channel of water to a corner of the
lake where the ice plant was located. There, the rafts of ice were broken
into the floats which were nearly thirteen-feet square. The floats were
pushed through a mill with a series of circular gang saws and cut nearly
through every 32 inches. The floats were passed through a second set of
gang saws which cut nearly through the strips every 22 inches. The floats
were broken into connected strips of ice cakes and the strips broken again
into individual 32 by 22-inch ice cakes. The ice cakes were picked up by a
conveyor belt (gallery) which ran alongside a huge warehouse or ice plant.
From the conveyor belt, the ice was loaded into railroad cars for immedi-
ate shipment, or into the warehouse for storage. From the warehouse the
ice cakes could be unloaded all year around into railroad cars for ship-
ment.

The details of ice-harvesting represent a fascinating glimpse into a once
thriving industry which died a half-century ago. The icecutting season was
generally in January, February, and March, and lasted only a few weeks,

depending on weather and ice conditions. During the cutting season, 125
men would be employed cutting ice on the field, at the mills, on the
gallery, and inside the rooms of the ice plant. It was seasonal work, pro-
viding employment for area farmers, laborers, and other workmen in the
slow winter months. The men earned between 32 cents and 35 cents an
hour in the 1930s. Usually, a steady crew appeared each year for many sea-
sons. After the ice-cutting season was over, only about twenty men were
employed the remaining months to maintain the operations and to load
railroad cars with ice from the plants.

In earlier days, there was not a road to Mountain Springs. The working
men either walked to the site or took the train. But during the working
season, many boarded at the few homes at Splash Dam No. 1 or they
stayed at the boarding house there, perhaps only going home Saturday
night and returning on Sunday or Monday morning. At times, too, railroad
cars along sidings were converted into simple bunk houses. In the early
1920s, a dirt road was made up the mountainside from Route 118, which
followed an older switch-back logging road which made travel to the site
easier.

The workday was typically 7:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., with a half hour
lunch break, but it could vary depending on circumstances. The men
worked six days a week. If there was a short season due to poor ice con-
ditions, the men would have to crowd the usual ten to twelve weeks of
work into four to five weeks. There were no electric lights; sometimes
night work occurred using lanterns.

Prior to the early 1930s, the Mountain Springs Ice Company first cut
ice at Beech Lake, where there was not an ice plant. At Beech Lake, how-
ever, there would have been two sawing mills at the water�s edge to cut
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blocks of ice into ice cakes, and a small conveyor system to load the cakes
into railroad cars. Once Beech Lake was cut, the company moved to
Splash Dam No. 1 to cut ice to load into railroad cars for shipment. Once
the major consignment to the railroad company was met in two or three
weeks, ice was cut at Dam No. 1 and at Dam No. 2 to fill the ice houses
there. In a good season, 40,000 tons of ice were shipped from Beech
Lake and Splash Dam No. 1 even before the two plants were filled. As
many as 2,400 tons could be shipped out in railroad cars daily during the
height of the cutting season. The ice house at Dam No. 1 was 300-feet
long, 100-feet wide and 32-feet high. The ice house at Dam No. 2 was
larger, 400-feet long, 150-feet wide, and 32-feet high. Plant No. 1 had six
rooms, each nearly 5o-feet wide and loofeet long. Plant No. 2 had eight
rooms nearly 50-feet wide and 150 feet long. All rooms were 32-feet high.
Each plant had a storage capacity of 60,000 to 65,000 tons of ice.

The men dressed in whatever clothes they chose. Most always, however,
on their feet they wore rubber arctic boots with triangular-shaped heel
plates, tipped with metal points, like a cleat. Otherwise, the men wore long
underwear, heavy coats, and wool trousers. Some wore overalls; others
wore coveralls; many wore stocking caps. Frostbite was uncommon as
men working on the ice and around the ice plant itself were active. Men
slowly tugging rafts through the channel to the ice mills, however, had the
coldest work, especially if the wind was driving and holding back the rafts
from moving. The easiest work was probably in the �head house,�an
inside job where the conveyor was controlled. The switchers� work load-
ing ice into railroad cars was cramped and difficult.

Ice ten-inches thick could be cut, but thirteen to fourteen inches was
preferred. An ice auger was used to drill test holes. Ice thickness was

measured with a gauge dropped through a hole drilled through the ice.
The gauge had a hook at the end which would catch on the lip of the ice
at the bottom of the hole. Harvesting was best when the temperature was
25 to 35 degrees. From 15 degrees to temperatures below zero, the ice
was brittle and chipped or broke easily. In extremely cold weather, snow
was left to accumulate on the ice to raise the temperature of the ice
before the snow was cleared in sections and cut.

The ice along the shore had to bear the weight of the work animals,
men, and equipment to reach the solid ice of the lake. If ice along the
shoreline was thin, snow would be shoveled out fifteen feet from the
shoreline. This snow cover slowed the natural freezing process along the
shoreline and solid ice would form. If this trick failed, a wooden bridge to
the thick ice beyond the shore was built. In the early years, horse-teams
pulling scoops guided by a workman cleared the ice-covered lake of snow,
which was shoveled off the lake and onto the shore. In later years, trucks
with snow plows replaced the horse teams to clear snow. But the trucks
were always two-wheel drive vehicles.

Work on the ice field began just above the dam. Using a plank board as
a straight edge, and perhaps a nail keg as a sighting point, the workers
scored the ice about one inch alongside the plank with a small marking
saw�a plow-like saw with a handle to push it along. This process contin-
ued until a straight line was made across the lake roughly parallel to the
dam. Once the initial line was cut, a field marker (a roughly square-metal
frame with a series of graduated cutting teeth on each end) drawn by a
team of horses or mules had one sawing end set into the initial marker
line. The float marker was pulled along the marker line down the ice field
which sawed the ice down nearly two inches deep in the marker line, while
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the opposite saw similarly scored the ice down at a parallel 13.4-foot inter-
val. The process was continued up and down the field until a large field of
ice had been scored in one direction with 13.4-foot parallel lines.

Another team starting with another marker line cross-scored the field at
a right angle up the lake with another float marker, but at 12.8-foot inter-
vals. The ice field eventually had a rectangular pattern of 13.4 by 12.8-foot
scoring marks about two-inches deep. These scorings formed a series of
quilt-like patterns on the ice field called floats; each float potentially held
35 cakes, each 32 by 22 inches when later cut from the float at the mills.

A gasoline driven rotary saw cut partly through the scorings of each
12.8 by 13.4 float. In earlier years horse or mule drawn iron ice plows
were used for this work. On twelve-inch ice, the rotary plow cut down
about eight or ten inches. Men with tamping bars would tamp ice chips
around the floats where the corners met to prevent them from freezing
solid again in the ice field.

In the next stage, a gasoline-powered saw called a grasshopper was used
to make the final cut of the floats from the ice field. But to move the ini-
tial floats to the mills at the head of the lake, sections of ice called
�cores� had to be cut away at certain places, and a channel to the mills
opened up. This excess core ice was pushed out of the way under the
unused edges of ice. In time, a pond of open water to the dam and mills
was created.

Once a large open-water area to the mills was open, 55 by 80-foot rafts
containing several floats could be cut away by the grasshopper saw from
the main ice field. Standing along the edge of the ice field and channel,
men would pull the rafts away from the ice field and into the open water
down to the mill. The men pulled or pushed ice rafts and floats with field

hooks, long bars 14 to 16-feet long with a hook and a spike on the end. A
horse, or later a truck, could be used to pull a float, but a skilled workman
was best to prevent the raft or float corners from colliding with the rest
of the ice field, breaking its corners, or getting caught under the ice field.

Once the ice was drawn near the mills, men using spudding bars would
break away the 13.4 by 12.8-foot floats from each raft. A spud bar was a
double-bladed (two-pronged) round bar about five-feet long. The larger
rafts had already been plowed partly through by the rotary saw and they
broke easily into the nearly thirteen-foot square floats.

The 13.4 by 12.8-foot float was initially passed through a mill where a
series of four circular gang saws cut nearly through the float at 32-inch
intervals. At the end of the first channel, the float passed at a right angle
through a second mill where a series of six gang saws nearly cut through
the float at 22-inch intervals. After passing through the second mill, a man
on a plank over the channel with a spud bar could break off five strips of
ice from the float. Each strip was 12.8-feet long and 32-inches wide and
contained seven ice cakes.

The strips of ice were picked up by a conveyor chain at the �kicker
house.�Before passing up the conveyor, a man with a needle bar spud off
each individual 32 by 22-inch ice cake from the strip of ice. A needle bar
was a five foot pole with a small blade at the end.

Although individual ice cakes were a uniform 32 by 22 inches, their
thickness varied according to ice conditions on the lake. Typical thickness
was 14 to 16 inches. Ten to twelve-inch ice occurred in a warm winter but
was considered poor ice, but 17 to 18-inch ice could occur in severe win-
ters, although it was very heavy and undesirable. Once the ice cakes were
separated, they fell into individual buckets and up into the conveyor. They
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passed through an overhead planing mill which was a series of graduated
knives which planed or scraped off the top of each cake to a uniform
thickness. The cakes then passed under a heavy bristled brush which
slightly scored or corrugated the top of the ice cakes which helped pre-
vent their sticking together while in storage. There was a considerable
amount of slush ice on the cakes from the planing and brushing process.
Slush fell into a water-driven channel to the ground below. Two men con-
tinually worked to clear away the slush pile into a field.

The conveyor was powered by old belt-driven sawmill engines which
burned soft coal in boilers. A flywheel and pulley arrangement connected
the engines to the conveyor system. In the head house, forty feet above
the boiler and engine room, the gallery operator engaged the conveyor
with a simple clutch lever. He had a whistle to signal the men outside on
the conveyor. Each of the chutes into the rooms had an electric bell to
ring the head house if a problem occurred, one bell to stop the conveyor,
two bells to restart the conveyor.

Eight men worked on the gallery at Plant No. 2 which they called the
�hump.�There was one man for each of the eight rooms in the ice house.
At Plant No. 1, there were six rooms for six gallery men to service. Each
man was responsible to push the ice cakes from the conveyor down a
wooden chute into his assigned room. At Plant No. 2, for example, the
first man took every eighth cake into the first room; the second man took
every seventh cake; each man continued in turn down to the eighth room.
At the end of the conveyor, any broken or unusable cakes passed up by
the previous eight men fell to the ground. Broken cakes or cakes with
broken corners could not be sold and were discarded. Broken corners left
holes in the ice rooms and were treacherous to the men who worked
there.

The chute from the gallery to the ice house had a slight downward
pitch. The ice cakes from the gallery ran down a wooden chute to the ice
house door. Near the door, the chute had a series of nails called scratch-
ers driven upward through its bottom to catch and slow the cake�s descent
into the room. It was 150 feet from the door opening to the rear of the
room.

In the beginning of the season, the gallery, which was manually raised
and lowered by winches, was at the bottom of the ice house. The ice plant
rooms were filled evenly during the conveying process. At the end of day,
all eight rooms would usually have the same layers of ice. One layer or flat
of ice in a room was about 1,070 cakes at Plant No. 2. The conveyor was
winched upward as the rooms were filled during the season.

Inside the door to each of the eight rooms were two men called switch-
ers who alternated in catching the ice cakes with switching hooks from
the conveyor, shooting them across the ice floor to three other men who
lined up the cakes inside the room until a full level of ice or flat was filled.
The ice cakes were lined up in rows, filling the house from rear to front.
A fourth �barman� separated the parallel rows of cakes with four inches
of space to prevent their freezing into a solid mass. This process contin-
ued until all the rooms were filled. Originally, the filled ice house was
topped with straw to insulate the ice, but straw made the cakes dirty. A
black paper was later substituted for the straw to cover the top flat of ice.

For the balance of the year, when ice was not directly loaded from the
lowered conveyor into railroad cars early in the season, the ice was
unloaded from the filled ice houses, from the top downward, into railroad
cars for shipment. Originally, the ice cakes were simply pushed down a
wood chute to men inside the door of a railroad car for loading. But
heavy cakes at times gained too much momentum and if not caught they
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could crash into, and sometimes through, the opposite side of the wood-
en railroad cars. A bucket-like machine called a gig was then devised to
unload the ice. There was one gig to each ice house. The gig operated on
a track which ran along the exterior of the ice house. It had a double
chain and buckets which the gig operator could raise and lower above
himself as the ice house was unloaded. Ice cakes were pushed from inside
the room into the buckets which were lowered down to where the ice
cakes fell into a wooden chute and then into the railroad cars.

Ice was usually loaded into 34 to 36-foot wooden, insulated railroad
cars, which were originally built to haul potatoes, vegetables, and milk
cans. But they had wooden end sills and underframing. When ice cars
were hauled in long trains, they had a tendency to pull apart the sill and
gearing at one end. If larger engines pushed against a train of these cars,
the wooden underframing could also give way. When these filled cars were
hauled on the main lines of the railroad system, the ice cars were usually
at the end of the regular cars to minimize strain on them. If damage to
the frame or sills still occurred, they had to be hauled behind the caboose.
When the ice was removed, the damaged cars were refitted with steel
underframes and gearing, or in later years the old cars were scrapped.

Plant No. 1 was usually unloaded before Plant No. 2. The men worked
one room at a time beginning with room one. At the plants, there was a
siding along the mountain where the railroad deposited empty cars. The
men would open the railroad car brakes and a string of six to eight emp-
ties would descend by gravity to the plants. When filled they could be
gravity-fed to the other side of the creek at Bean Run, where a locomo-
tive would take them down the line.

Six men were used to unload a room. A bar man loosened the ice
cakes. Two men with ice hooks moved the cakes and two others helped

load it. A sixth man operated the gig. In a single day, one or two courses,
or flats of ice, were unloaded from one room. In the railroad cars, there
were two switchers to catch the ice and four placers in each car to place it
properly from the ends of each car to the center.

Accidents at the ice-cutting plants were not as serious or common as in
the adjoining lumbering operations, although work cutting ice with the
sharp implements and saws caused cuts. From time to time, a man would
fall through the ice and would be pulled out and sent to the boiler room
to dry out. There were no known deaths or drownings among the men
who worked on the ice or in the ice houses. Only two serious injuries are
recalled. In January 1917, Russell Steele was hit on the head at the gallery
by a falling piece of ice while he was climbing a ladder. He fell uncon-
scious into the waste pile. He was taken by train to Wilkes-Barre General
Hospital where he recovered consciousness four days later. Thirty years
later, in February 1947, Albert Ferrey fell 32 feet from the gallery into a
waste pile and broke his hip. He was taken by automobile to a Wilkes-
Barre hospital.

Horse and mule teams did fall through the ice, and one team reportedly
drowned in one of the lakes when they could not be unhitched in time.
Each horse and mule had a choke rope around its neck. If an animal fell
through the ice, the men first unhitched the animal from the ice plow or
field marker. Planks were kept on the ice for these emergencies. A plank
was slid under the chest of the animal who was pulled out by the ropes
around him. The animal was covered with blankets and walked until he
dried. The animals were not deterred after a fall, but would resume work
on the ice. If equipment fell to the bottom of the lakes, which were only
15 to 20-feet deep, it could be retrieved.
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Marketing the Ice

Seasonal variations affected the profits of the ice industry. A mild win-
ter yielded a smaller harvest which would increase customer prices. Mild
temperatures produced soft ice which could not be cut, or eight to ten-
inch ice which was considered �thin� and subject to quicker melting in the
transit and delivery phases of the business. The ice producer had to
choose between cutting or waiting for a later freeze. There was a warm
winter in 1912-1913, and the regional ice fields were only six to eight-
inches deep. When a cold snap came in the first week of February, ice was
quickly cut, with ten-inch ice at Mountain Springs and Lake Canoga.
Continuing winter snows also required additional labor costs to clear the
ice fields, which could exceed the cost paid to cut the ice. This happened
at Lake Canoga in the early months of 1904. In the same cold winter, the
ice was 16 to 24-inches thick, and while of good quality, it was very diffi-
cult to handle and added to the producers� costs.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad annually purchased hundreds of carloads of
ice�pperhaps 1,000 to 1,200 was average�for storage in railroad ice
houses in Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey. Typically, an engine,
several empty railroad cars, and a freight crew left the Lehigh Valley�s
Coxton Yards, above Pittston, early in the morning to arrive at Beech
Lake or Mountain Springs when the employees started work at 7:30 a.m.
A second train and crew could follow several hours later depending on
the railroad�s ice requirements.

Five engines were usually available during the ice loading season, with a
couple laying over at Alderson where coal, fuel, and water were available.
There was also a permanent standpipe to water engines at Beth Run,
below Mountain Springs. The run to Mountain Springs from Alderson

was single-track and operated on a �block system.�Only one train could
run in a block at a time; other traffic was sidelined and waited until clear-
ance was received to operate on the track.

A couple of locomotives handled empty cars at train yards and assisted
in assembling loaded cars into trains. At the end of the day, the extra
engines were coupled to the last return train to Coxton. The entire opera-
tion was supervised by a railroad trainmaster to watch expenses because
the cost of wages, particularly overtime, water, and fuel, could be substan-
tial.

The return had relatively easy grade. Beech Lake has an elevation of
2,158 feet; Splash Dam No. 2, 1,853 feet; Splash Dam No. 1, 1,817 feet;
and Harvey�s Lake, 1,255 feet. There was a rise to Chesnut Ridge beyond
the lake near Kunkle of 1,300 feet, after which the trains descended into
the Wyoming Valley.

The railroads used immense quantities of ice in both passenger cars
and, more importantly, in refrigerator cars carrying meats and perishables.
These cars had four built-in bunkers for ice at the top of the car with a
trap door for loading bunkers at the roof.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad shipped rail cars of ice to various storage
stations along its line. In the early 1920s, for example, the Stull company
supplied Wilkes-Barre, Coxton, Tunkhannock, and Sayre for the railroad.
The Bear Creek Ice Company served the Lehigh Valley Railroad east of
Wilkes-Barre at White Haven, Mauch Chunk, Mahoning, Hazleton,
Easton, Phillipsburg, and Jersey City. West of Sayre, the railroad had its
own ice lake at Camden, New York, near Groton, on its Auburn rail line.

In addition to the Lehigh Valley Railroad, there was a substantial mar-
ket for Mountain Springs ice in the Wyoming Valley. Individual ice dealers
purchased carloads of ice along the Lehigh Valley�s side tracks, and some-
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times at private sidings, where dealers sold ice to retail and household cus-
tomers directly from the rail car. Ice cars were usually open at 7:00 a.m.
and the dealers had to sell the contents within 48 hours before the rail-
road moved the cars out again. If the dealer wanted to retain a car any
longer, he paid the railroad an extra fee. But most dealers had small ware-
houses to store leftover ice so the rail cars could be released.

A mild winter producing a smaller ice crop would drive up retail prices;
this happened in May 1913. A consumers� committee met with Arthur
Stull at the Wilkes-Barre Chamber of Commerce offices to discuss the
pricing situation, particularly since poor people were unable to readily
afford ice and a distribution system of free ice appeared necessary.

Stull said his 1913 price to dealers was $2.80 per ton free-of-freight
charges, compared to $1.40 in 1912 when ice was sold for 7 cents per
hundred weight to dealers. Retailers in 1913 were selling it at 15 cents to
heavy commercial users and it appeared there was a loo percent mark-up.
Ordinary customers and households paid more. But because of the mild
winter, Stull explained he could only harvest 30,000 tons in 1913, com-
pared to 60,000 tons in igiz. Only 8,000 tons were unsold in 1912 and
were carried over into the 1913 season. The ice, too, was only 6.5 inches
in 1913, compared to the usual 15 inches. Usually, the shrinkage rate was
10 to 20 percent, but the ice of 1913 would shrink 25 percent by the time
it reached consumers� homes, a loss the dealers assumed in the natural
course of business. The ice also easily broke and he lost 100 railroad cars
of ice due to breakage and discarded the ice. According to Stull, given the
low harvest and high shrinkage, the retailers� pricing structure would not
produce for the retailers a profit in 1913 any different than the profit pic-
ture a year earlier. His own costs to harvest 30,000 tons in 1913 were the

same costs he incurred in 1914 to harvest 60,000 tons, because he had to
install a temporary electrical lighting system at his plants to get whatever
harvest he could at night the first week of February, a very late season.

At least in the earlier years, ice dealers minimized their business annual-
ly combining to fix wholesale prices to retail deflect local competition
among the local produc ers, and perhaps partly to protect against in-roads
by the huge national ice company combinations, like the American Ice
Company, who controlled major mid-Atlantic markets. The major produc-
ers in the region were the Pocono Ice Company, Bear Creek Ice Company,
and Arthur Stull�s Mountain Springs Company. Occasionally a price war
did erupt among the local producers, as happened from mid-April to May
15, 1915. Prices in 1914 were 25 cents per hundred weight to heavy cus-
tomers, 30 cents to ordinary business customers, and 40 cents for family
users. The Pocono company, however, cut heavy users� costs to 15 cents.
The Pocono firm had been a buyer of ice from Arthur Stull, but recently
it opened its own ice field at a pond near Nuangola, near present-day
Mountaintop, in the Wyoming Valley, and it planned to cut into Stull�s
retail market in the valley. But Stull supplied ice to five major valley retail
companies and he cut his prices, too. Shortly, price cuts across the board
were in place at 15, 20, and 25 cents, which delighted the ordinary home-
owner, but were ruining the ice dealers. Companies not affiliated with the
Pocono firm or Stull�Heart Lake, Canoga Lake, Peoples Ice, Spring
Lake, and Mountain Lake�were trapped in the war and struggled to
maintain competitive prices. Finally, on May 14, 1915, the companies
again combined to set a uniform scale of 20, 25, and 35 cents�five cents
below 1914 prices for the three levels of customers which settled the local
market. To discourage the purchase of smaller pieces, less than one hun-
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dred pounds, common in many homes, which was unprofitable to retail
dealers, the price was raised to 50 cents per hundred weight, or five cents
for a ten-pound piece.

There were also individual delivery men who purchased ice daily from a
dealer and operated their own horse-teams and wagons, delivering ice
throughout the valley. Households had a square card marked �none� on
one corner, with each of three other corners marked with a common ice
size and current price. The card was placed in a window with the desired
corner top-most to tell the traveling �ice-man� if the household wanted
ice and the size block. The ice-man had a scale in the wagon, chopped off
a block and carried it with tongs to the house. Young boys liked to follow
the ice-wagon in the summer to salvage the dropped ice scraps.

There were a variety of ice-boxes for home use. The least expensive
was a double chest with insulated double-layers of wood. The top chest
was a sheet metal box with a hinged double-wood top and the ice was
dumped inside it. The bottom chest was also sheet metal lined; it con-
tained shelves and had a hinged door. The melting ice cooled the metal
lining which kept food cold. The melting ice drained to a pan underneath
the ice chest, or through a pipe to the outside of the house.

Other important commercial users of ice included meat processing and
packing plants�conveniently located along railroad lines in downtown
Wilkes-Barre�large stores, hotels, and restaurants. They had walk-in cool-
ing rooms where ice was placed on racks.

In February 1933, Arthur L. Stull formed Arthur L. Stull and Company,
a partnership to operate the Mountain Springs Ice Company. He trans-
ferred a one-eighth interest in the lands to his son, Robert A. Stull (1895-
1980), and a two-eighths interest to his brother, Albert A. Stull. These two
transferred their interests to the new company, as did Arthur L. Stull with

his five-eighths interest. The lands and ice interests transferred to the new
company were the interests Arthur L. Stull obtained when he broke with
Albert Lewis in 1912.

The Village of Mountain Springs

There was a small village at Plant No. 1 with a few homes, boarding
house, and school. The foreman and long-term laborers lived in the vil-
lage. Noah McCloskey was the earliest foreman. He was born in Lehigh
Tannery and previously worked at Bear Creek and Stull. Noah�s wife,
Emma McCloskey, became the first postmistress at Mountain Springs on
January 20, 1914. Her daughter, Emily McCloskey Kitchen, married Art
Kitchen, who began working at Mountain Springs after World War I.
Emily McCloskey Kitchen became the postmistress in 1929.

Noah McCloskey was followed by Harry Majors and Joe Maransky as
foreman at the ice plants. Finally, Art Kitchen was the last foreman under
White and Davis from the early 1940s until the plants closed.

On the hill above the ice dam, Art Kitchen had his home. The Kitchen
home kept candy, tobacco, and a few supplies for sale. A company store
was not available, and the train was the source of food and other supplies.
In the next home lived Paul Maransky, the field foreman and �bar man�
in the plant rooms in the summer. His three sons also worked at
Mountain Springs. There was also the two-story boarding house which
could serve 75 to 100 men. A couple or family was hired by the ice com-
pany to operate it. A third house was generally associated with John
Micklo, who had many children. There was also a barn where the horses
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and mules were kept during the ice-cutting season. They were brought on
the train from the Stull farm in Alderson.

At the bottom of the hill nearer the dam, there were three other
homes, which, in the 1930s, were occupied by John Yellitz, Mike
Markovitz, and John Pocono. They, too, had families, and their sons usual-
ly also worked on the ice. The homes also kept boarders. For example,
Rube Downing worked season after season on the ice and stayed with the
Kitchen family. He formerly worked at Ricketts. George �Tonto� Belicci
regularly boarded with Markovicz.

The community was small because less than two dozen people were
employed on a year-round basis. Nevertheless, there was also a one-room
school which taught grades one through eight. The first school was at
Bean Run. The Mountain Springs school followed the Bean Run school.
Teachers at these schools were Delbert Hines, Velma Kocher Whitesell,
Maria Harrison, Winifred Holmes, Andrew Keller, Mary McCloskey
Driesbach, and Celia Hortop O�Leary. At the end, the Mountain Springs
school only had three pupils: Mary Louise Buckalew, Marian Maransky,
and Robert H. Lasko. When Mary Louis Buckalew completed eighth
grade in 1938, the school was closed, and the other two pupils were trans-
ferred to Mooretown.

When ice-cutting ceased, only Art and Emily Kitchen stayed in the
town. Art Kitchen traveled down the mountain to meet the mail carrier
three times each week on Route 118. Mountain Springs, with a population
of two people, was considered the second smallest post office in the
United States. Needles, California, had a population of one. When the
post office at Mountain Springs closed on January 20, 1953, Art and
Emily Kitchen moved to Pleasant Hill.

Decline and End

By the late 1930s, the ice industry was in decline. In May 1937, the Bear
Creek Ice Company only stored 76,000 tons of ice. Ten years earlier the
harvest was nearly five times greater. Similarly, the Pocono Lake ice plant
only stored 46,000 tons. The last ice was cut at Bear Creek in 1938, after
which the Lehigh Valley Railroad removed the tracks to the company
plants.

During the winter of 1935-1936, the first two or three rooms in the old
Ice Plant No. 1 at Mountain Springs collapsed after heavy snows. The
plant was not used for storage any longer, but was used to load railroad
cars. One or two rooms at Ice Plant No. 2 collapsed during the early
1940s, but loading continued in the other rooms during the ice-cutting
season.

In April 1942, Arthur L. Stull died, followed by his brother Albert A.
Stull in September 1946. In August 1945, the estate of Arthur L. Stull,
along with Albert A. Stull and Robert A. Stull, sold the Mountain Springs
Ice Company lands to Ralph A. Davis, who, in December 1945, joined
with John W. White in a partnership to continue the ice business.

Passenger service on the Bowman�s Creek railroad ended in 1936,
except for special excursions to Harvey�s Lake. The Lehigh Valley Railroad
sought the abandonment of freight service on the Bowman�s Creek line in
1938, but the Interstate Commerce Commission denied the application.
The ice trains and the Noxen tannery were its only significant freight. In
late January 1942, for example, forty cars of ice were shipped daily over
the line from Mountain Springs. But such shipments lasted only a couple
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of weeks in the ice-cutting season. During the balance of the year, only a
few ice cars were shipped weekly from the ice plants. Undoubtedly, the
line was very unprofitable to the railroad.

In late 1948, the Lehigh Valley Railroad closed traffic above Noxen on
the Bowman�s Creek Branch. The ice industry was dying and provided too
little traffic on the railroad. Mechanical refrigeration techniques readily
produced artificial ice for industry. The railroads were increasingly using
dry ice or mechanically refrigerated cars. After World War II, homeowners

routinely were using refrigerators and freezers. The public, too, no longer
had to contend with periodic fears regarding the safety of natural ice.
With the loss of the railroad in 1948, the ice industry in Mountain Springs
closed after the 1948 season. Plant No. 2 was destroyed by a fire in the
summer of 1948.
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My command at Gettysburg [on July 2, 1863] consisted of
Batteries “F & G” First Pennsylvania Light Artillery—Battery
“G” having been attached to my original command, Battery

“F,” a few weeks before the battle—the two organizations forming one
full six gun Battery.

We were attached to the Artillery Reserve, Army o f the Potomac, and
marched with that command on the morning of July 2d from Taneytown
to Gettysburg arriving on the field about noon.

At 4:00 p.m. I was ordered by Captain Huntington, to whose Brigade
of the Artillery Reserve my Battery was attached, to report to Colonel
C.S. Wainwright, who commanded the line of Artillery on East
Cemetery Hill. We moved up the Taneytown road by Gen. Meade’s
Headquarters, halted for a short time behind Cemetery Hill, and then
moved up the Baltimore Pike and relieved Cooper’s Battery, “B” 1st
Penna. Light Artillery, on East Cemetery Hill.

My position was in front of where the observatory now stands with
my left [artillery] piece near the stone wall-on my left over the stone
wall was Wiednick’s New York Battery with, I believe, six guns; on my
right, down the hill was Reynold’s “L,” 1st New York Battery with, I
think, six guns. All o f the above three Batteries, Wiednicks, Reynolds
and mine had, as I remember it, 10 pounder regulation rifled guns.
Behind my Battery was Stewart’s Battery, “B” 4th U.S. Artillery, with

four 12 pounder smooth-bore guns-two of his guns were on the
Baltimore Pike facing the town and two were in rear of the two right
guns of my battery facing to our front.

After going into position we were engaged with the enemy’s artillery
during the afternoon until Johnson’s [Confederate] Division formed on
Benner’s Hill for the attack on Culp’s Hill. We opened on them as soon
as they appeared on the hill and continued the fire as they advanced
down the hill to Rock Creek and into the woods at the foot o f Culp’s
Hill. When they got into the woods between Rock Creek and Culp’s
Hill, our fire was guided by the smoke of [their] musketry fire rising
above the trees.

At about dusk, and while we were still firing on Johnson’s
troopsEarly’s Division [the Louisiana Tigers]-which had formed in a
depression running from the town to Rock Creek-suddenly appeared in
our front and with the “rebel yell” charged directly on East Cemetery
Hill. They were at once under the fire o f Wiednick’s, Reynolds’ and my
Battery from East Cemetery Hill and of Steven’s Maine Battery on
Culp’s Hill which had an en filading fire on them. As far as my Battery
was concerned, we opened at once with double-shotted canister and
although it was the dusk o f the evening and the smoke o f the guns
made it quite dark, I do not think that any o f the enemy who charged in
our immediate front were able to reach our guns. Our infantry were,
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however, driven back through the Batteries and Wiednick’s Battery was
compelled to [retreat]. The left flank of my Battery was then completely
exposed and the enemy who had climbed the hill in front of Wiednick’s
Battery were able to reach the stone wall on the left of my Battery. They
fired directly down the line o f the guns, but fortunately they could not
see in the darkness that the ground fell away from my left piece toward
the right o f the Battery. I remember well the roar o f the torrent o f
bullets as they passed over our heads.

My men behaved splendidly in this great emergency. Soon after I
went into position, Colonel Wainwright said to me, “If a charge

is made on this point you will not limber up and escape under my
circumstances, but fight your Battery as long as you can.” I repeated
this order to my officers and men, and I do not remember ever to have
heard of any member of my command having failed to do his whole
duty. Only once, for a moment, when the Infantry were falling back
through the Battery, some o f my men gave back, but were instantly ral-
lied with the cry “Die on your own soil boys before you give up your
guns.”

Some o f the enemy crossed the stone wall and there was hand to
hand fighting in the left of the Battery reaching as far as the 3d Gun
from the left, my men fighting with handspikes, hammer stones and pis-
tols. I devoted my energies to keeping up the fire from as many guns as
we could and in going along the guns I suddenly came

upon a group, iust in rear of the 3d Gun from the left. The group con-
sisted of Lieut. C.B. Brockway, acting Sergeant Stratford, and a confed-
erate soldier who was on the ground. Strat ford had a musket [held as a
club] which was on the point of falling [on the Confederate] when I

seized it and probably saved the poor fellow’s life. I do not, however,
remember now what became o f him. The story as told by Brockway
afterwards was that the confederate demanded Strat ford’s surrender
when Brockway, who was near and forgetting he had a sword, picked
up a stone and struck him on the head. Stratford seized the man’s mus-
ket and fired wounding him severely and then clubbed the musket and
would no doubt have brained him i f I had not caught the gun at that
moment. At about this time and near the same place, James H. Riggin,
the Guidon bearer [our flag], staggered against me and fell with the
cry “help me Captain.” When we found him after the fight he was dead
and the sleeve o f the right arm o f my coat was covered with the brave
fellow’s blood. We afterward learned that in a personal encounter with
a Confederate officer who had attempted to capture the Battery
Guidon-which was planted near the Second Gun from the left-[Riggin]
had shot the officer with his revolver, but at the same moment the staff
o f the Guidon was shot in two and poor Riggin was shot through the
body.

Three o f my men, Francis Reid, Oscar G. Lanaber and John M.
Given, commoners on the left piece, were carried away as prisoners.
[Given was wounded and died in the hands of the enemy. The other two
were afterwards exchanged.] The situation had now become really des-
perate -Stewart with his two 12 pounder guns on the Pike was firing
canister, sweeping the ground that had been occupied by Wiedrick’s
Battery. There was nothing left on East Cemetery Hill to resist the
onslaught of the enemy but the hand-full of brave men of my Battery-
but even with the favoring circumstances of the dusk of the evening, the
smoke of the guns and the lay of ground, they were becoming exhausted
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and would soon have been overcome-but just at this time-probably the
most critical moment during the Battle of Gettysburg-Carroll’s Brigade
of the 2d Army Corps, sent in on the run by Genl. Hancock, arrived
and passing by the right o f my Battery and down the hill opened fire
and the enemy retired.

I never knew how long the fight lasted on the evening o f the 2nd, but
I remember that after everything had become quiet the full moon was
just above Culp’s Hill.

- R. Bruce Ricketts September 10, 1893

The Ricketts Family

On East Cemetery Hill the early evening of July z, 1863, the Ricketts
legend was born. Had the famed and feared Louisiana Tigers broken
through Ricketts’ Battery to split apart the Union Army, the
Confederates may have won at Gettysburg. The Tigers had never lost a
battle charge before Ricketts Battery and Carroll’s Brigade had repelled
them. The Tigers lost nearly 1,200 of their 1,500 men in the charge
against Ricketts’ Battery, but Ricketts Battery lost only seven men, with
another 23 wounded. After Gettysburg the Tigers were never reformed
as a military unit.

The young captain, R. Bruce Ricketts, who defended East Cemetery
Hill t.Ie fateful July day at Gettysburg, had set aside a promising career
in law to join the Union Army. He had a brother, Col. William Wallace
Ricketts, who attended West Point. But he died at age 26 at home a

year earlier in August 1862 after resigning from the service due to ill
health. Their grandfather, Lieutenant Edward Ricketts, was a
Revolutionary Army officer in the Pennsylvania Militia.

The original Ricketts settlers in our region were the brothers Elijah
G. Ricketts (1803-1877) and Clemuel Ricketts (1794-1858), who relo-
cated from Fairfield County, Ohio, in 1822, to Orangeville in Columbia
County. The settlement was named after Orange County, New York,
and Orange, New Jersey, the home of other settlers in the village.

Elijah Ricketts, a general merchant and farmer, married Margaret
Leigh Lockart (1810-1891) in 1830, building a home which still stands
on the corner of Main and Ricketts Street in Orangeville. Of Scottish
and English descent, Col. Robert Bruce Ricketts was the fifth son of
nine children of this union.

Elijah Ricketts and his brother Clemuel Ricketts were huntsmen, and
each spring and fall they usually stayed at Schrifogel’s Hotel on the
Loyalsock Creek, two miles west of Lopez. Family tradition holds that
the two brothers found the hotel full one fall day in 1850, and they
spent an uncomfortable night on the parlor floor, after which they
decided to build their own sporting lodge. They purchased nearly 5,000
acres of land, including Long Pond (Canoga Lake), and constructed the
Stone House near the lake in 1852. The three-story Stone House, built
of field limestone, is of Colonial design and is now maintained by the
Ganoga Lake Association. During the 1850s, the Stone House served as
a lodge and tavern which some called “Ricketts’ Folley” due to its
wilderness isolation.

The Stone House was reached by a stage line (1827-1851) on the
Susquehanna and Tioga Turnpike (1822-1907). The turnpike was a
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crude road from Berwick to Tioga Point, near Athens, in Bradford
County, and then on to Elmira, New York. In earlier days thousands of
lumber rafts annually descended the Susquehanna River from Elmira,
New York, and Pennsylvania’s northern counties, to lumber markets in
Harrisburg, and the turnpike through Sullivan County was a short-cut
for the raftsmen to return home. The old road generally parallels Route
487 for a portion of the Red Rock area. The stage line left Berwick in
the morning stopping at noon at the Long Pond Tavern, which pre-
dated Ricketts’ Stone House, and guests stayed overnight at
Schrifogel’s Hotel, eight miles away on Loyalsock Creek. This stretch
was called “the road to hell.” The turnpike was a county road from
1852 to 1907, when present Route 487 was constructed.

At the outbreak of the Civil War in the spring of 1861, R. Bruce
Ricketts had only recently graduated from Wyoming Seminary. He was
planning to attend Yale to become a lawyer. Instead, he enlisted as a
private in Battery F of the Ist Pennsylvania Light Artillery (the 43rd
Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers). Mustered into service on July 8,
1861, Ricketts was promoted a month later to First Lieutenant. The reg-
iment was armed at Washington, D.C., but never served as a unified
command. Battery F was assigned in September 1861 to the 5th Corps
of the Army of the Potomac and came under fire for the first time in
mid-December 1861 against Confederate troops on the upper Potomac
River. By February 1863, Ricketts commanded Battery F, but he was
now attached to the 2nd Division of the Ist Corps. In May 1863,
Ricketts was promoted to Captain, and Battery G of the Ist
Pennsylvania Artillery was also attached to his command. Battery F and
Battery G were called Ricketts’ Battery during the course of his com-
mand.

In December 1864, Ricketts was promoted to Major and left his
famous battery to command Second Corps batteries attached to the
North Corps line in Petersburg, Virginia. He subsequently served as
Inspector and later Chief of Artillery for the Ninth Corps. In March
1865, one month before Lee’s surrender on April 9, 1865, Ricketts was
named a Colonel, last serving as Inspector of the Artillery Reserve,
which was nearly all of the artillery in the Union army. He was honor-
ably discharged on June 3, 1865. During the war, he served in several
of the most famous battles of the war including Second Bull Run,
Antietam, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, and the Wilderness
Campaign. His troops were in 56 battles and engagements, and were
under fire 131 times during the war, but Ricketts was never wounded.

Ricketts returned to Wilkes-Barre after the war but never resumed his
law studies. On October 1, 1868, he married Elizabeth Reynolds (1842-
1918), descendant of a pioneer Wyoming Valley family. Her father,
William C. Reynolds, was in the coal and banking business. Ricketts
decided to speculate in the wild lands of North Mountain. His uncle,
Clemuel Ricketts, died in March 1858 and his father, Elijah, acquired
Clemuel’s interests at Lake Ganoga. In September 1869, the 30-year-
old R. Bruce Ricketts purchased from his father Long Pond, the Stone
House, and nearly 1,700 surrounding acres in Sullivan County. He sub-
sequently acquired the balance of the family lands, another 3,000 acres.

In the early 188os, Col. Ricketts acquired a high Victorian Gothic
double-block mansion at 8o-84 South River Street in Wilkes-Barre. The
historic street fronting the river common lands was the site of several
homes constructed by Wilkes-Barre’s coal and financial leaders. The
Ricketts mansion was originally built in the 186os by George Murray
Reynolds (1838-1904), oldest brother of the Colonel’s wife. It later
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became a double-block and was shared by Benjamin Reynolds (1840-
1913), the youngest brother of the Colonel’s wife. Benjamin Reynolds
was primarily associated with the Anthracite Savings Bank, which
merged in 1912 with the Miners National Bank (now the United Penn
Bank).

The Lake Ganoga Estate

The Ricketts’ lands at Lake Ganoga were the subject of several inter-
esting historical events apart from the lumbering era which began in the
early 189os.

In the years 1872-1875, Ricketts maintained a partnership with a Mr.
William Curtin of Philadelphia and a Col. Wilson of Trenton, New
Jersey, in the lumber business. They had a mill half a mile southeast of
the Stone House. Lumber from the mill was used to construct a three-
story addition to the Stone House hotel. The addition was familiarly
known as the “Ark.” Begun in 1872, it opened in the summer of 1873.
The Ricketts estate with its new addition was called the North
Mountain House. Open all year, the hotel catered to an ever-growing
social network of Ricketts’ relations and friends until 1903, when the
hotel was closed and the Stone House became the summer residence of
Col. Ricketts and his wife. The ark was torn down in 1897 and the site
became a garden.

The earliest American summer school was begun by Col. Ricketts at
the North Mountain House in the summer of 1873. There were two

small-frame buildings surrounded by tents to serve 26 students. The
instructors were Dr. Joseph Rothrock, Dr. John H. Green was a slave
attached to a Confederate officer during the Civil War. During the great
battle of July 3, 1863, known as Pickett’s Charge, Green was separated
from the Confederates and was captured by the Union Army. He was
placed in charge of Col. R. Bruce Ricketts whose own valet was killed
in the war. Green stayed with the Ricketts family until his death in
1923. Green was a tremendous reader of history, science, and poetry, a
music collector, and radio enthusiast. The Colonel provided Green an
education for the ministry and John Green subsequently ministered at
Ganoga. A master cook, conversationalist, and philosopher, he was
well-loved at the Lake Ganoga community. He was treated as a mem-
ber of the Ricketts family, handled estate affairs and the Ganoga ice-
company, and was buried in the Ricketts’ family plot at Ganoga.

Howard Kelley, Dr. Lewis Taylor, and the artist Eugene Frank. Dr.
Rothrock later became a national conservation figure and the “Father of
Pennsylvania Forestry.”

The principal attractions at the Ricketts estate were Lake Ganoga and
the waterfalls along Kitchen Creek. Lake Ganoga was originally called
Robinson’s Lake, named after a hunter who had a cabin at the upper
end of the lake in the early 1800s. But it generally was called Long
Pond because of its shape. It is nearly one mile long, b00 to B00 feet
wide, covers about 7o acres, and is fed by underground springs and a
small spring inlet. In 1881, State Senator Charles R. Buckalew of
Bloomsburg suggested to Col. Ricketts the name “Ganoga,” a Senaca
Indian word meaning “water on the mountain.” At 2,266 feet above tide
level, it is the highest lake east of the Rocky Mountains.
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The falls along the east and west branches of Kitchen’s Creek were
discovered in 1865 by two fishermen who were staying at the Stone
House. In 1889, a crew of six men, led by Matt Hirlinger, were hired to
construct the trail and stone steps around the falls. The difficult work
was not completed until 1893. The 21 falls along Kitchen’s Creek were
named by Col. Ricketts. Several have native American designations,
but others were named after Ricketts’ friends, relations, or other associ-
ations with his North Mountain retreat.

Colonel Ricketts also constructed a forty-foot observation tower at
Grand View, a peak near the Stone House from which guests could see
twenty miles into the mountains. Today the state Forest Department has
an eighty-foot steel fire observation tower at the site, and from it a view
into eleven counties and three states can be seen on a clear day.

The North Mountain Fishing Club was formed in 1879 and continued
until the hotel closed in 1903. Hotel guests paid a one dollar fee to fish
Kitchen Creek. But before 1893, there was no path along the falls. The
North Mountain Club was reformed in 1907 and purchased a tract of
land on Spring Brook, a branch of Loyalsock Creek, three miles north
of the Stone House, but did not utilize this land. In May 19o9, the club
leased Kitchen’s Creek and certain lands for hunting and fishing. The
clubhouse was initially a renovated Trexler and Turrell lumber camp
house at Lake Rose, but later the club purchased and renovated a club-
house it still uses at the foot of Red Rock Mountain.

Ricketts As Land Speculator

During the 1870s and 188os, Ricketts purchased additional lands,
often through tax sales in Luzerne, Wyoming, and Sullivan counties.
He was aided by close business and legal associates including Michael
Meylert, another Sullivan County land baron, and E. P. Darling, a
Wilkes-Barre lawyer.

Edward Peyson Darling (1831-1889) was a graduate of Amherst
College and was admitted to law practice in Reading in 1853. He
moved to Wilkes-Barre in 1855 and had local banking, utility and rail-
road interests, in addition to serving as trustee of several local charities.
He assisted Col. Ricketts with his land acquisition and served as his
legal confidant in the resolution of financial and legal issues surround-
ing Ricketts’ land speculation.

Michael Meylert (1823-1883) was the son of Secku Meylert
(17841849), a native of Germany who served in Napoleon’s army and
who immigrated to Sullivan County. By 1845, the elder Meylert, in
partnership with others, purchased 33,000 acres in four counties. His
son, Michael Meylert, became a surveyor and engineer who, at age 26,
inherited his father’s interest in the vast unbroken lands.
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Meylert, like Ricketts, needed a railroad to exploit his land holdings.
As early as 1851, Meylert planned railroad ventures for the region
which were either unsuccessful for lack of sufficient capital, or had a
fitful history, until many years later when the Sullivan and State Line
Railroad and the Williamsport and North Branch Railroad were con-
structed, both of which can historically be traced to Meylert’s efforts.

Until his death in 1883, Meylert was in league with Ricketts in the
acquisition of North Mountain tracts through tax sales. These cheaply
purchased lands, however, presented Ricketts with very thorny ques-
tions of inaccurate surveys, conflicting titles, squatters and timber
thieves. Ricketts had to continually engage surveyors and lawyers to
obtain clear titles to his lands. Ricketts also employed timber guards to
protect his lands since they were constantly subjected to bark and tim-
ber stealing. These thieves, however, were extremely difficult to prose-
cute. As a concession to the difficulty of determining ownership to the
state’s wild lands, a defendant could escape conviction if he swore in
court he did not know he was trespassing on another person’s property.
The available evidence indicates Ricketts usually was not successful in
removing timber thieves from his property until the early 189os when
he leased his lands to a major lumber firm.

Ricketts, Meylert, and Darling sought to exploit their land ventures
as early as March 1871 when they formed the Mehoopany Mining and
Manufacturing Company to mine semi-anthracite coal and to timber
14,000 acres, owned by Ricketts, in Forkston Township in Wyoming
County and in Colley Township in Sullivan County. In January 1872,
Ricketts reputedly sold the 14,000 tract to the company for $200,000,
but it is likely he received stock in lieu of cash for the transaction.

Ricketts was not the full owner of the tract. He was in debt to his busi-
ness and legal associates who helped him acquire his properties and
they held certain ownership interests in the lands. The deed to the sale
was not recorded until 21 years later when the company and the various
ownership interests or their heirs sold the tract to a tanning syndicate as
part of the Jennings Brothers lumbering operation in Lopez. For two
decades after formation of the Mehoopany Mining and Manufacturing
Company, a railroad was not available to haul timber, and the company
was limited to small operations along the tracts’ creeks, principally the
Mehoopany Creek, and presumably to the mill town of Mehoopany,
Pennsylvania, on the Susquehanna River.

By 1886, Ricketts still owned 45,000 acres of undeveloped timber-
land in Sullivan and Wyoming counties. This figure includes the 14,000
acres supporting the Mehoopany Mining and Manufacturing Company.
His only substantial sale had been an additional 13,000 acres he had
sold to Albert Lewis’s Lehigh Valley Railroad venture in 1876.

His mortgage debt on the 45,000 remaining acres was heavy.
Ironically, the railroad industry alone had a vast market for timber to
make ties, trestles, and rolling stock. The mining industry, too, had a
vast need for lumber. In an inflated evaluation to attract investors, it
was estimated that Ricketts’ lands were worth nearly $6 million if a
railroad were built through them.

A number of New York, Philadelphia, and Boston lumber merchants
were interested in the Ricketts lands, but their propositions were not
ambitious enough. Ricketts had hoped to sell all of his lands, with the
exception of the Lake Ganoga estate, in a massive deal which would
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make him wealthy and curtail the management of his troublesome land
empire.

In the summer of 1886, the state political conventions met to nomi-
nate candidates for state offices. For state governor, which then was a
two-year term, they nominated Gen. James A. Beaver, and William T.
Davies for lieutenant-governor. The Democrats were bitterly divided
into three factions. The regular party nominated Chauncey F. Black for
governor and Col. R. Bruce Ricketts as lieutenant-governor. The
Ricketts nomination sought to take advantage of his Civil War record,
which may have been an awkward decision. It was nearly impossible to
persuade Ricketts to talk about his personal accomplishments or his
Civil War fame. During this period in the state’s history, the Republican
party firmly controlled state politics. The Democrats lost the governor’s
race and the two houses of the state general assembly by a wide plurali-
ty. The Ricketts nomination did carry Luzerne County for the
Democrats in the governor’s race. Within a couple of weeks after the
election, an offer was made to Ricketts which captivated him for the
next four years.

The English Deal

In November 1886, an incredibly welcome plan was proposed to
Ricketts. In Columbia County, the thirty-mile Bloomsburg and Sullivan
Railroad was under construction from the junction of the Delaware,
Lackawanna, and Western Railroad at Bloomsburg, on the Susquehanna

River, to Jamison City, the head of a new lumbering district on the
northeast corner of the Columbia-Sullivan County line. The town was
named after B.K. Jamison, a Philadelphia banker who was financing
the railroad and the Jamison City lumbering development. Jamison City
was only a few miles south from the Ricketts estate. At this time, a syn-
dicate, composed of Pennsylvania banking and political interests,
including A.G. Curtin and H.M. Hoyt, former governors of
Pennsylvania, wanted 15,000 acres of lands in lower Sullivan County
adjacent to Ricketts’ tracts to harvest for the mill at Jamison City.

In May 1888, B.K. Jamison, Morton McMichael, and H.C. Gibson,
all Philadelphia investors, secured the option for 15,000 acres of
Sullivan County lands, drained by Fishing Creek, to feed the Jamison
City operation with lumber. They, in turn, contracted with Col. James
Corcoran of Williamsport to operate the mill at Jamison City. The lands
purchased in 1889 included 1o,000 acres, known as the Tinsman and
Wolverton tracts, and half of the Craig and Blanchard tracts, another
4,278 acres, all of which were in Davidson Township. They were
owned by a few estates and individuals, but Col. Ricketts was not one
of the owners. The syndicate formed the North Mountain Lumber
Company to control the tracts.

Of course, a railroad to the Jamison syndicate lands could also bene-
fit Ricketts’ adjacent 45,000 acres, and Jamison drew Ricketts into the
plan. Ricketts and the Jamison City investors negotiated to extend the
Bloomsburg and Sullivan Railroad through Sullivan County to
Ricketts’ lands. Then the plan envisioned the creation of the Central
Pennsylvania Railway, Land and Timber Company, Ltd., which was to
be formed in England. The English corporation was composed primari-
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ly of Philadelphia and London banking and lumber interests, some of
whom were also members of the Jamison City syndicate. The corpora-
tion planned to purchase the controlling interest of the Bloomsburg and
Sullivan Railroad Company and to combine the 15,000 acres of the
Jamison syndicate with the purchase of Ricketts’ 45,000 North
Mountain acres. The railroad then was to be extended to the coal fields
in Bernice in Sullivan County where it would connect with the State
Line and Sullivan Railroad.

The corporation would control 94-square-miles in four countiesthe
largest tract of virgin forest remaining in Pennsylvania. It would yield
two billion board feet of timber worth a net value of nearly two million
English pounds. At this time an English pound was equivalent to $4.85
in American dollars. It would take 21 years to timber the 6o,000 acres,
with an average annual net yield to the corporation of 52,000 pounds,
which was a 17 percent annual investment yield. In addition, a railroad
hauling lumber, coal, and tannery hides would generate another 15,000
pounds annually. The corporation was to be financed by 400,000 shares
at ten pounds each and seven percent mortgage debentures totaling
350,000 pounds.

For the next two years, the Ricketts lands were surveyed to deter-
mine their timber and mineral yields. With a single-minded determina-
tion to pursue the English plan, Ricketts deflected the interests of
American lumbering firms also interested in portions of his tracts.
There was a stream of letters and telegrams exchanged between
Ricketts and his English and Philadelphia investors. In the midst of this
fortune-gathering, Ricketts was offered the Democratic nomination for
state governor in 1888, but he declined all interest in state politics and

refused the offer. Instead, he did agree to serve as a member of the
World’s Columbian Fair Commission in Chicago, Illinois, to be held in
1893. Of course, too, he could not decline an important role as member
of the Pennsylvania Gettysburg Monument Commission which was
responsible for setting up war memorials at the battlefield.

Finally, on January 31, 1889, the Jamison syndicate and R. Bruce
Ricketts agreed to sell their 6o,000 joint acreage to the English corpora-
tion for $1,920,000. The sale was scheduled for completion on April
15, 1889. The sellers were to receive $950,000 in cash and $970,000 in
shares in the English corporation. In every respect, the English plan
met all of Ricketts’ dreams, and in February 1889 the Central
Pennsylvania Railway, Land and Timber Company, Ltd., was formed in
London and it issued a proposed prospectus in May 1889 to raise the
necessary financing. But the plan quickly fell apart. Marketing the plan
fell on B.K. Jamison in Philadelphia who was unable to raise the nearly
$2 million to complete the sale. There were factions within the compa-
ny which disputed the method of financing the project. With the finan-
cial troubles that occurred, the bankers sought to interest Ricketts with
less cash and more stock. But Ricketts was firm. He wanted at least $20
an acre in cash or its equivalent. Whether Ricketts’ property should be
purchased prior to completion of the Bloomsburg and Sullivan Railroad
was another issue. A competing banking house from New York also
entered the controversy, a natural consequence since a huge commis-
sion on a successful sale would follow. But English investors were not
warm to a major underwriting with an American timber corporation
without a proven business history, since other American lumbering
companies had already burned some English stockholders. Finally, the
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international money market softened in early 189o, a prelude to a major
international recession, and financing the project was in serious jeop-
ardy.

By the end of 1889, Ricketts realized the English deal may not suc-
ceed. The Bloomsburg and Sullivan Railroad had already reached
Jamison City a year earlier in November 1888 where a major tannery
and saw mill were in operation. But there were not any firm plans to
extend the Jamison City railroad to Ricketts’ lands. Moreover, the key
principal in Jamison City, Col. James Corcoran, who operated the
Fishing Creek Lumber Company there, had a fortune disappear in a
June 1889 flood which destroyed his main lumber business in
Williamsport. Even after the disaster, Corcoran was among the interest-
ed persons who sought to attract Ricketts into selling his land if the
English plan were to fail. But Ricketts was wary of Corcoran, and
shortly Corcoran was insolvent and he would be forced to sell his
Jamison City lumber operation in 1891.

Ricketts extended the deadline to close the English deal through
1889 and into early 189o, but he was realizing only promises and not
cash from the transaction. In the meantime, the State Line and Sullivan
and the Wilkes-Barre and Harvey’s Lake railroad lines were under con-
struction and would cut through the North Mountain. He wisely sought
an alternative cash flow from his timber tracts.

In January 189o, Ricketts began correspondence with E.W. Trexler
and Son, an Allentown-based lumber firm which already had a substan-
tial mill at Lopez, a few miles north of Lake Ganoga.

Lopez was formerly known as Tar Bridge because the bridge cross-
ing Lopez Creek was coated with a coal tar paint to preserve its lumber

construction. One view claims it was renamed to commemorate John P.
Lopez, a contractor of Spanish origin, who reputedly drowned working
in the stream while working on the turnpike. Lopez boomed as a lum-
ber town after 1885 when the State Line and Sullivan Railroad reached
the Loyalsock Creek, drawing within a couple of years both the
Jennings Brothers Lumber Company and the Trexler, Turrell, and
Company.

E.W. Trexler and Son was an Allentown partnership composed of
brothers Harry C. Trexler (1854-1933) and Edwin G. Trexler, and their
father, E.W. Trexler (1826-191o), who retired from the firm in 191o.
The firm had a national reputation in the lumber business. H.C. Trexler
was a remarkable entrepreneur who organized major utility, transit,
agriculture, cement, and lumbering operations. He eventually became
one of the nation’s richest men. In the Sullivan County operations in
Lopez, J.H. Turrell of Tunkhannock joined the business as Trexler,
Turrell, and Company. At Ricketts, the three men captioned the busi-
ness Trexler and Turrell Lumber Company. Harry Trexler remained in
Allentown while Edwin Trexler managed the early Lopez and Ricketts
operations.

J. Henry Turrell (1850-1909) was raised near Sugar Run in Bradford
County. He left the Wyalusing Academy at age seventeen to enter the
lumber business in Sugar Run, later joining with Trexler to lumber in
Lopez and Ricketts. He was known as “Cocky” Turrell; he also man-
aged the operations at the Ricketts site. He was known for a long white
beard which he kept inside his shirt. Sometimes he chewed on the end
of his beard. After his death in ////, J. Elmore Turrell took over his
father’s interest in the Trexler and Turrell Company in Ricketts.
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Ricketts and Trexler representatives met at Long Pond in late January
1890. In the meantime, it was well rumored that the English deal was in
trouble. Major lumber dealers in the midAtlantic area continued to
express interest in Ricketts’ lands, but Ricketts felt obligated to play out
his agreement with the English syndicate. As a saving grace, however,
Ricketts decided to lease portions of the timber land along Mehoopany
Creek to the Trexler company. On April 4, 1890, Ricketts and Trexler
signed an agreement which at least gave Ricketts an immediate $25,000
with the prospect of additional cash if the Trexler lease were continued
in future years.

In late June 1890, Ricketts traveled to London with the hope of final-
ly concluding the sale. He signed another agreement of sale, but only
for 40,000 acres of his tracts. The latest survey indicated the Ricketts
tracts contained L4 billion feet of lumber, about 400 million in various
hardwoods such as birch, beech, ash, maple, and occasional cherry, and
one billion feet in the softwoods, hemlock and spruce. This time Brown
Brothers and Company, a New York City banking firm, was in the deal.
But the B.K. Jamison bank in Philadelphia was still listed as the formal
American banker. The new corporation was titled the Pennsylvania
Land and Lumber Company, Ltd., and financed by 6o,000 shares at five
pounds each and six percent mortgage debentures totaling 150,000
pounds. Ricketts would receive $g6o,000 of which $637,500 was cash
and $242,500 in mortgage debentures in the company. Now, the annual
return for each of 24 years was estimated at 52,000 pounds for a 15
percent annual investment yield. The local newspapers proclaimed
Ricketts a millionaire. But the financial market was not improving and
creditors were after Ricketts, along with borrowers who read of

Ricketts’ fortune. But the August 25 settlement date passed and still the
sale was not completed.

In October 18go, Albert Lewis, the lumber king of Wyoming Valley,
traveled to England to secure a lease of the Ricketts’ lands from the
English syndicate. While his principal operations were along the
Lehigh River, his Lehigh Valley Railroad associates were ready to add
the Ricketts’ tract to their Bowman’s Creek lands which they were tim-
bering in Alderson at Harvey’s Lake, and in Stull by the following year.
Lewis, too, already had portable mills in Sullivan County on small
tracts he had leased earlier. But Lewis must have realized in England
that the entire English plan was questionable. He returned to the United
States without a lease from the English.

By the end of the year, the proposed English corporation appeared
hopeless, which until the last moment had still hoped to carry the deal,
became insolvent in late November 1890 and by May 1891 Jamison
was asking Ricketts for a $500 loan.

By mid-1891, Ricketts knew the English deal had fully collapsed; his
close friends similarly advised him and Ricketts moved quickly to sal-
vage his situation. In late June 1891, Ricketts and the Mehoopany
Mining and Manufacturing Company agreed to sell its tracts in
Wyoming and Sullivan counties, which now totaled 16,000 acres, to
tanning company agents known as Davidge and Crary, at the $20-an-
acre Ricketts always wanted. The tanning and leather syndicate pur-
chasers were associated with the Jennings Brothers lumber firm in
Lopez which would timber the lands until early 1905.

The Mehoopany Mining and Manufacturing Company, generally
composed of Col. R. Bruce Ricketts, the E.P. Darling estate, the
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Michael Meylert estate, W.E. Little, a Tunkhannock lawyer, and Henry
W. Palmer, a Luzerne County judge, sold their lands to Davidge and
Crary on July 1, 1893, for $31o,000. As expected, Davidge and Crary
resold the lands to the Union Tanning Company in 1894. With the 1893
sale, Ricketts would have finally realized some profit from his invest-
ments. This sale and the 1876 Bowman’s Creek sale to Albert Lewis
and the Lehigh Valley Railroad were the only two major sales Ricketts
realized in his lifetime.

As late as June 1891, the English group was still enticing Ricketts
with a revised plan, but now for 20,000 acres of his land. But Ricketts
could not receive any earnest money from the English investors to con-
tinue an option on the Ricketts tracts, only the promise of increased
stock participation in any English plan.

During the 1890 season, the Trexler firm proved very reliable. They
had located and built a mill on the Mehoopany Creek, the site of the
town of Ricketts, and could cut at least ten million board feet annually
on Ricketts’ lands. The English plan had failed and in April 1891
Ricketts renewed his contract with Trexler and Turrell, a relationship
which would continue until the close of lumbering at Ricketts in 1913.

With the pronouncements in the newspapers that Col. Ricketts was a
millionaire from his land deals, which were untrue but never quite
retracted, Ricketts began to enjoy an increased social prominence
sometimes denied to him earlier when he was “land poor.” The Ganoga
Lake Branch of the Lehigh Valley Railroad brought a stream of social
and business guests to the Ricketts estate from the early 189os until his
death in 1918. Col. Ricketts still owned his mansion on South River
Street in Wilkes-Barre, now a Wilkes University dormitory, but in the

summer months Ricketts continually entertained at the Stone House.
The Stone House served as a hotel until the end of the 1903 season,
after which Ricketts was the genial host for personal guests and busi-
ness friends at the Ganoga estate in the summer months. During the
balance of the year, R. Bruce and Elizabeth Ricketts lived in Wilkes-
Barre. He held weekly gatherings of the community’s judicial and eco-
nomic elite at the home, and his only career was tending to the manage-
ment of his properties. However, his friend, judge Stanley Woodward,
did prevail upon Col. Ricketts to accept an appointment as Wilkes-
Barre City Treasurer in April 1898, a post he held until April 1902.

In declining health for two years, Col. Robert Bruce Ricketts died at
8:00 a.m. on November 13, 1918, at his Lake Ganoga home.

He was largely remembered in his obituary for the heroic stand of
July 2, 1863. But his wide circle of friends remembered him for his
gentle soul, wide-reading, quiet charity and his love of nature. Six days
later his widow, Elizabeth Reynolds Ricketts, to whom the Colonel was
married for fifty years, quietly passed away at the family home in
Wilkes-Barre. She had been widely identified with several community
organizations, where her special charm drew easy friendships and her
family devotion was widely admired. They were buried in a simple,
barely-cleared family cemetery in the woods near where the Ganoga
log railroad station once stood.
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The town of Ricketts arose at a site on the Wyoming-Sullivan
County border along Mehoopany Creek. It was chosen in the sum-
mer of 1890 by the Trexler & Turrell Lumber Company, which

had contracted to cut about 5,000 acres of virgin forest land near Lake
Ganoga that was owned by Col. R. Bruce Ricketts of Wilkes-Barre. At the
same time, Ricketts also leased a smaller tract adjacent to Trexler’s tracts
for timbering to Albert Lewis, another major lumber manufacturer who
was building or acquiring mills in the region in Mehoopany, Lopez, Stull,
Harvey’s Lake, and Dallas.

The center of the ghost town of Ricketts today is located 4.4 miles
north of the present park entrance to Lake Jean at Ricketts Glen State
Park on Route 487. Here, immediately below the Pennsylvania Fish
Commission access road which bears right to Mountain Springs, a
small bridge crosses Mehoopany Creek. To the right of the site, before
crossing the bridge, there was once a street lined with homes, a church,
and a lodge hall. The bridge site was roughly the location of a dam
which impounded creek water in “downtown” Ricketts in Forkston
Township in Wyoming County. The mill pond here supported, over
time, at least four different mills. Immediately on the other side of the
Route 487 bridge, a railroad bed to the right leads past an area along
the creek once alive with the workings of mills. A little further up the

rail bed there once bloomed a commercial center with a railroad station,
company store, hotel, school, and company houses.

In the other direction, upstream from the bridge on Route 487, about
three-quarters of a mile into Colley Township in Sullivan County, was
another more substantial log dam and pond which once impounded
countless logs for the huge Trexler & Turrell lumber mill. Here, at
“uptown” Ricketts, surrounding the mill, were auxiliary buildings: for
example, the blacksmith shop, planing mill, and grease house, which
served the mill works. In the neighborhood there were other house-
filled streets, barns, and a two-room Sullivan County schoolhouse, a
substantial community which disappeared nearly eighty years ago.

During the summer of 1890, Albert Lewis built a water-powered mill in
lower Ricketts over Mehoopany Creek, in Wyoming County, but his
operations here would only last until 1894. Lewis’s partner in this early
operation was F.L. Sittser. Their firm may have floated logs from
Splashdam Pond, located on a nearby tributary, to their millsite on the
creek near the county line. More importantly, in the same 1890 sum-
mer, the Trexler firm was building a more substantial steam-driven mill
a short distance upstream from the Lewis site in Sullivan County. The
timber leases with Col. Ricketts to lumber in the area were originally
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limited to the immediate tracts surrounding Lake Ganoga, since
Ricketts had planned to sell most of his land—45,000 acres—to a
British syndicate. But by April 1891, the sale collapsed and the Trexler
firm, with whom Ricketts had confidence, had its contract continued, a
relationship which would last another 22 years.

The Trexler company devoted the 1890 season to mill construction,
allied buildings, labor retention, and initial timbering activities. Too,
railroad lines to Ricketts were still under construction and lumber stock
would have to be either hauled to Lopez or stockpiled until the railroad
to markets was opened. Trexler

planned to harvest 5 million feet in 1890, and 12 million feet in
1891, with a “stumpage fee” totaling $50,000 to Col. Ricketts for 1890
and 1891.

Building the Town
The community of Ricketts was quickly built over the next three

years, particularly after the main railroad line from Towanda to Wilkes-
Barre was opened in 1893, along with the Ganoga Lake branch line
from the mill town to the summer resort at the lake. 

The town began to bloom as 1891 opened. In January 1891 a
Ricketts post office designation was established, initially in Sullivan
County, but it was moved to the company store in Wyoming County in
November 1891 with E.G. Trexler as postmaster. The town hosted the
two saw mills of Lewis and Trexler, a company store, barber shop, and
a growing population. J.R. Pennington, a Lopez butcher, opened a meat
market at Ricketts in competition with the company store, but was oust-
ed by the Trexler firm. By September, a schoolhouse—presumably the
Sullivan County school—was under construction at uptown Ricketts,

the lot a gift of Col. Ricketts. It would be followed by a second school
in downtown Ricketts in Wyoming County. A three-mile road from
Jamison City to Ganoga Lake was underway. It was constructed down
the mountain as a public road and as a route to haul hemlock bark from
the Ricketts tracts to a tannery in Jamison City.

During the early months of 1892, a Loyalsock Railroad crew of
eighty men, commanded by J. Ross Rahm, was building the last couple
of miles of railroad between Ricketts and its terminus at Bean Run,
where it would connect with Albert Lewis’s log railroad which was
under construction from Noxen. The Loyalsock crew slept and boarded
in railroad cars as they built the railroad one mile at a time. When a
mile of track was completed, a construction train and supplies were
moved up to a new construction site. The gang moved forward to cut
down trees, another followed to clean the debris away, and a third crew
followed to blow out stumps with dynamite. Meanwhile, D.B. Cope,
railroad boss for Albert Lewis, was completing the line from Noxen,
and the two lines could have been quickly joined by March 1892.
However, Lewis, who actually constructed his log line for sale to the
Lehigh Valley Railroad, would not permit connection of the two rail-
road systems until business disputes with the Lehigh Valley were set-
tled. Through 1892 and mid-1893, trains would only run south from
Towanda to Ricketts.

A full season of activity dawned the spring of 1892 for the town of
Ricketts. New men were arriving in town to work. There was a housing
shortage and more company homes were planned. There was not a
shortage of dogs or rats, however, and it was suggested that the place
should be renamed “Dogtown.” Trexler was moving rail ties into the
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woods for logging lines and crews were cutting tracks to bring out
bark, and peeling would begin in late May. On May 8, 1892, the
Ricketts Sunday School was formed at the schoolhouse. George
Thrasher, from Albany, Pennsylvania, opened a shoemaker shop in
Ricketts and the company hired W.B. Hoffa from Bernice as a butcher.
Burton Douglas signed a one-year contract to carry the mail between
Ricketts and Lopez for $300.

The woods were active with trail blazing, the running of log rail
lines, and workmen at various jobs in the forests. In June 1892, there
was a bark camp near Ricketts and also at the Barnes and Kipper sites.
Lumber and bark camps were named after either the camp boss or a
well-known site. The Sweeney lumber camp house burned in mid-June
and the men lost everything except the work clothes they were wearing.
The company tore out stalls in a barn and installed bunks for the men
for shelter.

By January 1893, the Trexler company had graded the nearly four-
mile branch line from the saw mill at Ricketts to a log-house station at
Lake Ganoga, but the opening of the Lehigh Valley Railroad line
through Ricketts was delayed after nearly five feet of snow fell in late
February. The snow was still three-feet deep in mid-April. In early May
the Hotel Ricketts, 40-feet wide and 60-feet long, was opened with F.D.
Shantz from Newfoundland, Pennsylvania, as the manager. Heavily-
built and talkative, Shantz would be quite successful as “landlord” of
the popular hotel built on the crest of a small rise overlooking the com-
pany store and downtown mills. The lumber men were anxious to have
a hotel in town to buy beer; dances were held Saturday nights in a com-
munity hall, and it was a nuisance hauling beer from Lopez which was

a “wild” town and permitted alcohol sales. Undoubtedly, the men grum-
bled incessantly when Col. Ricketts insisted his town and the hotel
would remain “dry,” with the tacit approval of the Trexler firm. Another
tale holds, however, that the Ricketts House originally did sell beer. But
workmen were only paid at the end of the month. If a workman was
employed in mid-month, he was paid in groceries from the company
store until regular monthly paychecks began. But some men would
swap groceries from the store for beer or liquor at the hotel. One day
someone substituted sand for sugar that was illicitly traded for beer.
The sand ended up in “Cocky” Turrell’s oatmeal for breakfast at the
hotel, and the “boss man” thereafter ordered a “dry” town.

By mid-1893, there was talk of the railroad from Towanda to Wilkes-
Barre finally opening. In the meantime, the town was alive with hum-
ming saws, crashing boards, and rumbling rail cars. Along the hillsides,
small armies of men crept over piles of lumber everywhere—and in
mid-May it would sometimes still snow. The Lehigh Valley Railroad
finally settled with Lewis, and the through line from Wilkes-Barre and
Harvey’s Lake to Towanda was opened on July 1, 1893. The mill town
of Ricketts could finally boom with all outlets open by rail traffic. At
his Lake Ganoga estate, Ricketts’ brother, Frank, deaf from a childhood
bout with scarlet fever, managed the North Mountain House, catering to
an increasing summer resort business. In fact, as the trolley and train
lines were

opening Harvey’s Lake as a resort for the general public, Ricketts’
Ganoga estate was becoming the fashionable private resort for the
Wyoming Valley money crowd. General lumbering within a half-mile
of Lake Ganoga was prohibited, but while clearing for building lots
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near the hotel in October 1893, workmen cut down a hemlock tree six
feet in diameter. A ring count indicated the tree was 532 years old.

Ricketts was not a seasonal community. The mills generally ran all
year. In the winter months, snow was actually welcome. Logs would be
easily skidded on the snow to be piled along the railroad. Otherwise, it
was extra work to haul the logs in a dry winter season. Skating parties
were the most popular form of recreation at Lake Ganoga or sometimes
at the mill dams or local ponds. In November, the hunting season
opened, but lumbering and hunting would annihilate the deer by 1912,
when the last native deer was reportedly killed. For the indoor crowd, a
literary society, mostly for the women, was formed in January 1894.
The Sunday School seemingly had failed and the following month a
new one was organized with E.G. Trexler as superintendent; with the
company boss as head, the townspeople would have to attend-even if
the temperature did hit 30 degrees below zero the last Sunday in
February 1894.

Church services were held every second Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at the
schoolhouse with an Evangelical preacher from Dushore. In March
1894, the communities of Bernice, Lopez, Ricketts, and Shinerville
were organized into a separate Bernice and Lopez Circuit, and a novice,
but well-liked minister, Rev. F.H. Foss, formerly a printer, provided
services to Ricketts on Thursday evenings.

Several well-known community members were already in place by
May 1894. William Colt managed the company store, assisted by Lorin
Tresslar. Colt would move to Pittston in 1895 to be replaced by Tom
Kennedy. G.M. Peet was a company blacksmith; Joshua Zacharias had
the meat market and managed a boarding house. The principal saw filer

at the big mill was J.C. Dyer. James Hadsell had charge of sixty men at
the lath mill. Lath were narrow strips of wood used to support plastered
walls in home construction. In one day the lath mill alone was cutting
87,000 feet of lumber, producing 30,000 pieces of lath daily; if laid
end-to-end, it would stretch nearly 23 miles.

During the winter of 1894-1895, Albert Lewis left the Ricketts area.
The Albert Lewis mill in Ricketts, which may have been largely idle
for two years, was dismantled in December 1894, and the machinery
relocated to Lewis’s mill operations in Crellin, West Virginia. Lewis, of
course, was extremely active at Stull and Harvey’s Lake with his own
lumbering and ice-cutting operations along Bowman’s Creek, and did
not pursue any future business arrangement with Col. Ricketts. There
was an undisclosed, strained relationship or rivalry between them, per-
haps due to Lewis’s advantage in the ice business at Bear Creek.
Ricketts may have decided to retain the advantage in the incredible
lumber business Ricketts and Trexler shared at North Mountain.

There were two additional enterprises added to North Mountain.
Trexler and Col. Ricketts formed an ice company which erected an 80
by 100-foot ice house near the railroad station at Lake Ganoga, and by
January 1895 the company’s 175 men were cutting and shipping a large
number of railroad cars of ice to Philadelphia and New York markets.
The Lehigh Valley Railroad was also a major buyer of ice to be used in
hauling meat and perishables. The business was so successful that the
Ganoga Lake Ice Company was incorporated on April 21, 1897, by J.H.
Turrell, H.C. Trexler, William R. Ricketts, G.H. Heintzelman, and E.G.
Trexler. The ice company was partly formed to provide Col. Ricketts’
son, William, an enterprise of his own to manage. The Colonel’s trusted
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servant, John H. Green, was also active in the daily management of the
company.

Trexler and Turrell also expanded its operations in December 1895 to
a mill they erected in Noxen after purchasing 1,100 acres of Sullivan
and Wyoming County timberlands, which Col R. Bruce Ricketts owned
with other business associates. This sale followed an earlier report in
January 1895 that Trexler and Turrell had planned to purchase 15,000
acres of lands from Col. Ricketts. But these accounts are in error. In
1895, Col. Ricketts only intended to lease an additional 15,000 acres to
Trexler for timbering in the Mehoopany Lands, selling 1,100 acres to
Trexler in a more removed area serviced by Trexler’s Noxen mill. For a
time Trexler and Turrell also had a small mill at Kasson Brook, north of
the immediate Ricketts tracts. In late 1896, the Trexler firm sold its
Lopez operations to Jennings Brothers.

Other business and community pieces were also joining the town
fabric. A popular lodge in rural areas in the 1890s was the Patriotic
Order of the Sons of America. A POS of A Hall was built at Ricketts
around 1896, the first building north of the Lutheran Church. The initi-
ation rites were usually harmless tricks. A shoeless, blindfolded candi-
date would be led down a corridor while the men hit his toes and head
with “sawdust clubs”-tubes of muslin filled with sawdust. The blindfold
was removed and the candidate could see another member heating a
branding iron. The blindfold was replaced again and a long wait fol-
lowed. As the candidate was expecting the branding iron, a piece of ice
was sent down the back of his neck. Then the candidate would have to
stand on a short step ladder where he was told the floor was strewn
with broken glass and nails. When ordered to jump, he was caught in a

blanket and tossed around. The rites concluded after the new member
kissed a picture of a jackass. Thereafter, he was a full-fledged member
of the humorously-named “Arabian Degree Klan” of the Ricketts POS
of A order. The order had 30 to 40 members; it was a social club but
members could also buy sickness, accident, and life insurance through
the club.

After construction of the POS of A Hall, community dances, former-
ly held at the town hall, were moved to the lodge house. Dance music
was simple, usually a fiddle and organ. Traveling medicine and lantern
slide shows were shown at the hall, and Baptist and Methodist Church
services were also held there.

On March 8, 1897, the St. John Evangelical Lutheran Church was
organized at Ricketts. The Rev. Christian Krahmer of Noxen was
named pastor. The building, 32-feet wide and 48-feet long, was erected
during the year and was consecrated on Sunday, December 4, 1897,
when the final $60 to pay for it was collected. Rev. J.L. Miller succeed-
ed Krahmer at this time.

On October 12, 1897, the Ricketts Manufacturing Company was
formed to operate an excelsior mill in downtown Ricketts at the site of
the Lewis mill. G.N. Ruff from Allentown relocated to Ricketts to oper-
ate the new mill. Excelsior was a form of packaging material made
from shredded spruce wood. The excelsior mill only ran about three
years. The site was later reconstructed for a stave and barrel head mill
until the town closed.

The main sawmill in uptown Ricketts originally had a circular saw-
about six feet in diameter. Then, a band saw joined the circular saw. In
1898, the Ricketts sawmill eliminated the circular saw and added a sec-
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ond band saw increasing its capacity to 100,000 feet daily. One, or usu-
ally two, log trains made regular trips each day to the mill pond. On its
logging railroad in the woods and at the mills, Trexler and Turrell used
two Climax locomotives weighing 25 tons each. The first Climax was
purchased in 1893 after Trexler’s initial second-hand locomotive was
wrecked in the May 1893 accident. A second Climax was purchased in
1895. In 1901, the company purchased a 37-ton Heisler, followed by a
70-ton Shay locomotive in 1902, with the company purchasing their
last locomotive, another Climax, at an uncertain later date. By 1900,
the complete community was in place and extremely productive until
the abrupt close of operations when the timber reserves were depleted
13 years later.

The community itself referred to the lower mill complex in Wyoming
County as “downtown” and the main sawmill area in Sullivan County
as “uptown.” The initial mill downtown was the Albert Lewis mill.
After Lewis left Ricketts in 1895, the sequence of mill operations in
downtown is not precisely known. An excelsior mill was located here
for a few years (1897-c.1900), but the principal mill was the Trexler
stave and barrel head mill. The Lewis mill was converted to these oper-
ations by the Trexler and Turrell company. Certainly, for a time, the old
Lewis mill was used to air dry staves. After the stave mill fire in 1908,
air-drying sheds were constructed across the creek. In 1909, a grist mill
was also built in downtown to provide feed for the Trexler horse and
mule teams used in the timbering industry.

Further up the track in downtown Ricketts were the company store,
the Ricketts train station, a section foreman house, a barber shop, and a
footbridge over the creek to the old town hall, which was converted at a

later date to a company house. On the hill, of course, was the hotel. At
this site, the Bowman’s Creek Branch entered the town and split into a
“Y.” The main line turned right to Lopez; the 3.85-mile Ganoga Lake
spur line ran along the creek from the downtown area, 1.45 miles to the
main sawmill at uptown, and 2.4 miles to the Ganoga Lake station. The
Trexler logging lines generally ran off the Ganoga Branch railroad line,
but Trexler also had trackage rights over a section of the main railroad
line from Ricketts east to Opperman Pass, a distance of two miles.
Trexler would have run additional log rail lines from this stretch of
Lehigh Valley track.

In the area behind the company store, on a hill overlooking the
downtown mills, was additional company housing. For a time, there
was also a one-room Wyoming County school, smaller than the
Sullivan County school, only a short distance away.

On the other side of the creek in Wyoming County, along a street
named Church Row, there was a line of homes including the company
physician’s house, the substantial Turrell home, and the Lutheran
Church. Here, too, began a series of homes occupied by skilled
employees, the mill wrights, sawyers, and saw filers. This area has been
partially dozed out and landmarks no longer can be traced. But
Whipple Street, named after George “Zeke” Whipple, the “woods
boss”-a middle manager-may have begun here, crossing into Sullivan
County, with Mill Street shooting off towards the big dam and the
sawmill.

In the Whipple Street area was located the POS of A Hall, the
Sullivan County school, and additional homes along Mill Street for the
“higher ups.” There was also a large barn on Mill Street which handled
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fifty teams of horses. Finally, the big sawmill was located at the head of
the crib-dam on Mehoopany Creek, a small industrial area crowded
with rail lines, lumber yards to the rear, and service buildings-including
the blacksmith’s shop, and in later years separate planing and lath
mills-beyond which there was additional housing for mill workers.

Life in the Woods

A crew blazed out main roads into the forest, followed by cross roads
between them. Two man crews-a fitter and a spudder would work
between the main roads. In the hemlock forests this work occurred in
the early spring because sap running in the trees made stripping bark
easier. The bark on the hemlock trees was stripped to sell to area tan-
ning firms. Bark from other trees was not marketable and was not
stripped. The crew initially cut a “butt ring” from the hemlock tree, a
three-foot strip of the bark around the lower tree, which made sawing
the tree easier. Using a crosscut saw, the men cut through the butt ring
and felled the tree. They would cut the top off from the fallen tree and
then slit rings around the bark every four feet to the butt or sawed end.
The tree tops were not harvested but left to rot. The fitter would then
move to another standing tree to cut a “butt ring,” while the spudder,
using a special tool, peeled off the bark on both sides of the fallen tree
in roughly three or four-foot high sheets. The bark could fall away in a
single sheet from around the tree but most

often it tore off in two or three pieces. Limbs, too, would have to be
chopped off with an ax.

The bark was left for a time to flatten and dry out. Later it was gath-
ered and pitched into piles of one cord each along the road. The crew
was expected to cut four cords of bark daily. The bark was either taken
by train in special cars designed for bark-hauling or loaded into wagons
and hauled to area tanneries, for example, Noxen, Jamison City,
Powell, and Elkland. The barking process ended in late July and early
August and did not resume again until the following spring.

The felled trees generally lay in the woods to dry out until the late
fall or winter when they were taken by various methods to the mill. In
the meantime, crews had to “flog knots”-trim the trees of knots to make
them relatively smooth so the horse teams could haul them. After flog-
ging, the log cutters, a three-man crew, entered the woods. One man
measured the trees and marked them for cutting into various lengths.
He could also help cut away underbrush around the fallen timber. The
two sawyers followed to cut the trees with cross-cut saws.

Trexler and Turrell had about fifty horse teams which were used in
the woods. Wagon hauling in the woods could be arduous work.
Sometimes “corduroy” roads paved with half-logs were built to keep
wagon loads of bark or logs from getting stuck in wet areas. Heavy
wagons could also overrun and crush a horse-team trying to haul a
wagon load down a steep mountainside-particularly true for the steep
descent of bark shipments into Jamison City. Rope and pulley rigs were
sometimes used to hold wagons and guide their descent down the
mountains. More often special devices using chains to lock up wagon
wheels were used to brake the wagon’s descent.

Throughout the forests there were crude trails built which patterned
the mountainsides. Horse teams traveling the “skid trails” hauled the
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logs on wagons to a log slide, stream, or railroad site for shipment to
the mill. If enough timber could not support construction of a railroad
spur line, horse teams sledded out the timber on the winter snow when
it was more efficient. A log slide was a wooden chute in which logs
were placed and slid to a piling site. From 189o to 1892 before the rail-
road was built, a log slide was used to shoot logs to the Ricketts mill
pond. Thereafter, log slides were generally not used at Ricketts with the
exception apparently in one or two outlying areas. A swollen spring
stream or “splash dam” could float logs to a mill pond, and was used
by the Albert Lewis firm in Ricketts and Stull in its early logging oper-
ations. Once the Ganoga branch of the Lehigh Valley Railroad was
operational at Ricketts, log railroad spurs were built from it by the
Trexler and Turrell Lumber Company. These spur lines went into the
forests all over the North Mountain area.

At various rail sites, the timber was loaded in Trexler and Turrell’s
log trains. Trexler had five locomotives over a period of time after its
first locomotive was damaged in 1893. Logs could be manually
dumped into the railroad cars from temporary inclines built along the
track, but on heavy jobs or major sites a “Barnhart” loader was used.
This steam-driven machinery was fitted on rails on top of the log rail-
road cars. It picked up the logs and loaded them on cars, filling the
train from the rear cars up to the front cars of the train.

Life in the Camps

The camp house was constructed from rough, unfinished boards from
the company mill. Tar paper covered the exterior; rolls of brown or red
building paper covered the inside walls. On the first floor there was a

kitchen and large dining room with tables running the length of it, with
hardwood benches for seats. After a ten or twelve-hour shift, which
began at Too a.m., the men poured into the camp house. The food was
usually plain with plenty of potatoes, canned vegetables, and salt-cured
meats. Wild fowl was a treat if available in the summer. Some camps
raised pigs which ran loose until butchered in the late fall when pork
would be served. A plain second room with a pot-bellied stove and
hardwood benches along the walls served as a gathering place or recre-
ation room. A sand box near the stove and buckets of sand around the
room served as spittoons for the men who chewed tobacco.

The second floor served as the bunk house with beds two and three
decks high made of rough lumber. The camp operator or family could
also have separate quarters upstairs. Some beds had mattresses, but
most beds were lined with hemlock or spruce boughs. Bed bugs and
lice were a common problem, and in the spring the men would stock
the beds outside, burn them, and build new beds.

Unlike the town of Ricketts, the woods camps attracted many immi-
grant laborers, particularly “Hungarians,” a convenient phrase which
encompassed several East European nationalities. German and Italian
immigrants were more easily identified. There is some evidence that
the camps could sometimes be segregated by nationality, forming a
community with shared language, food preparations, and ethnic man-
ners, and presided over by a work foreman who had some skill in the
crew’s native language. The available evidence, however, does not sug-
gest either ethnic hostility or rivalry among the immigrant work camps.

The “wood hicks” paid for their room and board. A typical wage in
1906 was $1.60 a day working in the woods. Room and board cost 60¢
a day. Board included breakfast, noon dinner pail, and supper. If there
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were purchases at the company store for clothes, tobacco, or other
items, these charges, too, were deducted from the employee’s pay at the
end of the month.

A typical boarding house served fifty men. The boarding house oper-
ator was an individual and helper or a married couple who contracted to
run the house for whatever profit could be made. The house managers
hired any additional help. The boarding operator purchased food from
suppliers in Lopez or the Ricketts company store, which delivered it by
a railroad hand car or the log train. Traveling butchers sold beef and
lamb-13¢ a pound for beef. Food was cooked on one or two big stoves
which had three lids across the top. The cook baked 30 to 35 loaves of
bread a day and 10 to 15 pies. Breakfast was cereal, meat, potatoes, and
pancakes. Fifty lunch pails were packed each morning for the men.
Each contained four slices of bread, meat, cookies, fruit, and pie or
cake. There was a filled coffee cup on top of the pail, but in the winter
the coffee froze and the men were lucky if they could warm it enough
to drink. After returning from the woods at the end of a winter day, the
coffee was usually frozen solid and it would take a couple of hours to
thaw out the lunch buckets to ready them for the next morning. Meat,
potatoes, vegetables, and cake or pie was served for dinner-with lots of
vegetable soup. A cellar, preferably near an underground spring, kept
meat and vegetables relatively fresh.

Fatal accidents and serious injuries were common in the lumber
camps and mills. The earliest fatality at Ricketts was probably Frank
Farrell, age 24, who was killed in May 1891 when a large limb of a
maple tree he was cutting fell on him. In December 1891, Lincoln Ross
died of injuries after a fall from a railroad car. In March 1892, the 18-

month-old child of John Gregory was scalded in an accident at home
and died. In June 1892, a limb fell on the shoulder of William H.
Green, gashing him terribly, arid he later died. A similar accident killed
Michael Shay in January 1893. Saws and axes caused frequent injuries.
Men fell from railroad cars or were caught in mill machinery. A young
man tried to change a gang saw in the main mill while some gears were
still running-a process he saw the regular workmen do repeatedly with-
out difficulty. But his pants got caught in the machinery and he bled to
death. The loss of an arm or leg was not uncommon in timbering opera-
tions. Injured men were usually taken by train to the hospital at Sayre,
in Bradford County, or sometimes to the General Hospital in Wilkes-
Barre. The Ricketts community and the Trexler company made an
annual contribution to the Sayre hospital for its medical services.

Ricketts did not have a cemetery. Lumber towns were not designed
as long-term communities. The community people were often natives
of nearby towns and deceased persons were sent to their hometowns for
burial. John Sidelahn, an immigrant worker, was killed in July 1896
when he fell in front of a log train and two railroad cars ran over him.
The immigrants from Eastern Europe were apparently superstitious,
refusing to touch a deceased worker, and would not assume responsibil-
ity for the body. Invariably, burial arrangements for Hungarians were
left to the charity of the settled townspeople-which oddly enough were
sometimes called the “white folks” by the immigrants.

Particularly tragic deaths occurred in early 1914 at a Trexler and
Turrell mill near Noxen the winter after their mill at Ricketts closed in
1913- On Saturday, February 14, 1914, Joseph Kelley and Jeremiah
Sheehan, workers at the South Mountain camp of Trexler and Turrell,
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walked five miles over snow-covered ground to Noxen for supplies.
Unfortunately, they lingered in town until mid-afternoon. During the
return tramp to camp, a blizzard overtook them and the temperature fell
below zero, actually much colder due to a driving wind. The men were
caught in the drifting snow and became exhausted. They eventually col-
lapsed 300 feet apart and froze to death overnight only a short distance
from their lumber camp. Their bodies were discovered by a search
party the following morning. Kelley, age 50, handsome and deaf, was
an unusual man. He was well-educated, a world traveler, and had been
in the Navy. He may have been a professional boxer, which may have
caused his deafness. He was also well-read, traveling to Noxen each
Saturday to buy or borrow books and magazines and to enjoy a little
time at a bar. When found frozen near a fallen tree trunk - a desperate
refuge -he had clutched in his arms his favorite companions-books and
magazines. The Kelley family buried him at Forkston, but Sheehan was
a stranger to the community and he was buried by the local poor direc-
tors of Noxen.

Illnesses, too, especially during the severe winter months, took a toll.
Particularly heart breaking were the deaths of infants and children.
Arthur Harford, age 3, died of pneumonia in December 1895, as did
Anna Hanke, age 9, who died of diphtheria. A company blacksmith,
G.M. Peet, lost his wife in May 1898 in childbirth. Peet shortly ran the
following newspaper ad: “Wanted: A woman to take care of a four
week old child. G.M. Peet, Box 85, Ricketts, Penna.” Typhoid fever,
from infected water, regularly occurred and was often fatal. In 1900, a
typhoid epidemic occurred, along with a rash of pneumonia patients.
The company physician this year was Dr. Frank Watkins. He and

Walker Allen, the local barber, treated the patients, losing only two of
their fifty patients.

The Sawmill Operations

The main Trexler and Turrell sawmill at uptown Ricketts on the
Ganoga Branch was a major lumbering center in the region, second
only to the Jennings mill in Lopez. In January 1895, Trexler employed
350 men who each earned $1.40 a day. The company had already cut 2
million feet of hemlock in the 1894-1895 season, with 4 million more
feet to cut in the next few months. Trexler was nearly finished with ear-
lier Lopez operations and would soon transfer its main office in Lopez
and additional men to Ricketts.

The Trexler and Turrell mill at Ricketts had an easy capacity of
75,000 to 80,000 board feet daily and generally cut 10 to 12 million
feet annually. In 1894, it was estimated the mill would manufacture 100
million feet of lumber during the life of the community, but eventually
it would cut five times this amount. The Trexler and Turrell mill at
Lopez could cut 50,000 feet daily. In Lopez, the Jennings Brothers mill
was even larger, averaging 8o,000 feet daily, 15 million feet annually,
with immediate timber available for 125 million feet and additional
tracts in sight. Another lumberer, Kipp, had a smaller mill at Newell,
midway between Ricketts and Lopez. Kipp was cutting 5o,000 feet
daily with a reserve of 8o million feet. Sullivan County had an estimat-
ed 1.25 billion feet of hemlock timber alone, which lumberers were
cutting at the rate of 110 million feet annually. 
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A detailed description of the Ricketts mill was not recorded. But it
would have been similar to mills in the region at the time. After the
harvested logs had been hauled and dumped into the Ricketts mill
pond, they were sorted and moved by the pondman to the bottom of the
jackslip (sometimes called “jackladder”), a ladder-like device which
was inclined from the pond to the mill. The lugs on the endless chain of
the jackslip would catch the logs and singly move them up the slip into
the mill building. Logs were sent into the mill with the top or small end
first. In some lumbering operations, the butt or large end contained the
indented mark of the woods cutter, which was easily visible to a worker
called the “scaler,” while the log was still on the center deck above the
mill opening. The scaler could then credit the log to the appropriate
woods boss, who often worked in some lumbering operations on a
commission basis for the lumber company. But at Ricketts, the com-
mission system was apparently not in use and Trexler and Turrell is
believed to have paid a standard wage to the various wood bosses.

The scaler immediately inside the mill controlled which way the log
would be thrown from the center deck. Usually, the long logs were
thrown to the right and the short logs to the left by a steam operated
piston which came up through the center deck. The logs rolled right or
left down the inclined log decks until they were stopped by a log
loader, an `L’-shaped device which rolled one log at a time onto the log
carriage.

Two or three men stood on a log carriage which was a moveable
‘shot-gun’ or piston fed device similar to a large sled. The setter rode
the front and the dogger rode the rear. The setter controlled one set of

dogs (clamps) to fasten into the log. The dogger had two, and some-
times three, sets of dogs to fasten into the rear portions of the log.

The sawyer was responsible for the operation of the head saw, which
initially cuts the timber trunks in order to maximize the lumber that can
be cut from it. The sawyer stood near the head saw and controlled the
log loader which flipped an individual log onto the carriage from the
log deck. He also controlled a device which turned the log while it was
on the carriage. The carriage with the two men moved forward, the
head or band saw (or earlier a circular saw) stripped off one side of the
log to begin the “squaring” process, and the carriage then retreated to
its original position. By a signal to the men on the carriage, the sawyer
told the men when to release the dogs so the log could be turned one
quarter way for a second side cut. In four or more passes, the log was
“squared.” The squared log was called a “cant.” Near the sawyer’s
position, there was an order board which indicated what size lumber
was needed to fill the company orders. The cant left the carriage and
was then passed through a “gang saw,” a series of circular saws on a
drive shaft, which in one pass through the saws, cut the cant into a
series of rough boards.

The tail-sawyer stood behind the gangsaw and picked off the newly
sawed boards with a long metal “cant” hook, passing the boards onto
the “live rolls” which was a powered conveyor belt system consisting
of multiple rollers. This conveyed the cut lumber from the gangsaw to
the edger, another smaller circular sawing operation which cut off the
uneven edges and any remaining bark on the boards to produce lumber
pieces with parallel edges. The edger man consulted another order
board to see what width boards the company needed to fill orders. After
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setting the edger machine for the proper width, the board was fed into
the machine. Wide boards were cut into two or more narrow boards for
which there were orders.

Ordinarily, the sawmill process included a trimming process, a series
of saws which cut the boards into uniform lengths. The boards were
then marked into different grades of lumber and sorted for piling.

There were two other processes at the Ricketts mill. Certain lumber
would have passed through the planing mill, which was added in 1898
and built behind the main sawmill. Here, certain rough dried lumber
was finished by passing through a planer, a series of blades which give
the boards a smooth surface before shipment.

Second, Ricketts also had a lath mill built behind the main mill.
Edgings from the big mill, which were at least two inches thick, were
run through gang saws that were four inches apart. Any scraps from
this cutting were sent through the “hog” to fuel the boiler room fires or
were sold at Lopez to make kindling wood. The edging slabs were then
run through the “bolter” which cut each of them down to a uniform
11/4 by 11/4-inch size. These strips were then bundled and tied with
twine. The bundles were then put through the “equalizer” saws and the
lath cut to three or four foot lengths. Lath was a major commercial
product used to support plastered walls in the home construction indus-
try.

Lumber cut inside the mill was piled on small rail trucks. Boards of
the same length were sorted and piled on the same truck. Several trucks
were loaded at the same time. When they were full the trucks were
pushed along the rails out of the mill to the pilers who either loaded the
lumber into freight cars for shipment or piled it in the yards.

The pilers who stacked the lumber in the yard behind the mill wore
heavy leather aprons and rude leather gloves. Each glove was made
from a piece of heavy leather as wide as the palm of the hand with a
strap around the wrist. It had no fingers in it nor was it made like a mit-
ten. With use, the glove became slick as glass.

Lumber was stacked in a slightly tilted manner so rain would run off
the boards much like a sloping roof. Boards were not completely
stacked one on top of the other. Boards were placed between courses of
lumber so air could circulate through the pile and dry the lumber. In the
summer, it was cool between the piles, giving the men some relief from
the heat.

Inside the mill, other operations were also necessary. Wood scrap,
which was considerable, would be piled in railroad cars and taken to
Lopez to make kindling wood. Ricketts did not have a kindling wood
factory. In Lopez, small blocks of relatively uniform-sized wood were
cut, bundled together, and tied with a tarred, flammable string with a
paper tag attached to it. Kindling wood was sold by the millions in the
cities to light coal stoves. The tag was lit; it fired the tarred string; the
string fired the wood; the wood fired the coal in the stove.

At Ricketts the scrap pieces, unusable slabs and edging from the
lumber and lath boards not sold for kindling, were dropped through the
main floor of the mill to a conveyor which took them to the slasher that
sawed them into short pieces. They were then conveyed to the hog
which ground them into sawdust and chips. This refuse was conveyed
to the sawdust storage area in the boiler room where it was burned.
Sawdust from the mill operations was cleaned up about four times a
day. Firemen worked the boilers day and night, usually in two shifts.
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The saw filer was second only to the sawyers in pay. The saw filer’s
room was located to one side of the Ricketts mill in a separate room.
He was responsible for sharpening the saws. One experienced filer
could keep a double band-saw mill in operation. Racks along the ceil-
ing of one end of the room stored extra saws. Saws were changed two
to four times a day.

The Downtown Mills

In addition to the main sawmill uptown, there were also other sub-
stantial downtown milling operations. During the life of Ricketts, there
was an incredible market for barrels, which were the most common
form of packaging for all forms of farm produce and manufactured
products. Barrels were made from curved strips of wood called staves,
and round wooden tops and bottoms, fitted together and held in place
with wire. Indeed, barrel production in the United States did not even
peak until 1900.

There were three grades of staves. Number 1 staves were very tightly
fitted for sugar and flour barrels; number a staves were used for cement
and other products; and number 3 staves were used for potatoes and
more loose products.

Ricketts had a major stave and barrel head factory built in 1898 at
the downtown log pond. Spruce or other softwood was used for barrel-
making. Short logs were cut into 3o-inch lengths and quartered into
“bolts” by a circular “bolting” saw. The mill could produce 6o,000
bolts daily. The bolts were loaded on small cars and railed into a sepa-
rate two-tiered building-the steam tunnels to soften the bolts for later
cutting into staves. Originally, there were wooden steam tunnels, but in

1905 new tunnels built of German concrete-which turned out to be of
poor quality-were constructed at the end of the downtown mill area.

From the steam tunnels the warm, softened bolts were taken to the
workmen who operated special cutting machines. They depressed a
pedal and a large knife came down and cut off thin slices from the bolt.
These stave “blanks” varied in width depending on the size of the log.
The blanks were then either placed in a steam-operated dry kiln or air-
dried in the old Albert Lewis mill, and in later years in open sheds. This
wood had to be dried to remove moisture and to harden it. As produc-
tion increased, several wooden sheds, Zoo-feet long, were built on the
opposite side of the creek towards Church Row to air-dry stave blanks.

A separate milling process cut square blanks for future use by coop-
ers as barrel heads and for drying the blanks in the air-sheds, followed
by additional drying in a separate kiln. Heat for the kilns was provided
by steam piped from a boiler at the stave mill. The staves and heads
were dried by radiation from the steam pipes. Once fully dried, the flat,
rectangular stave blanks were again cut into uniform beveled pieces by
“stave cutters.” This was called jointing. The final stave piece was
wider in the middle than at either end (a barrel bulges at the center). A
helper gathered the finished staves and with a press machine packed
them fifty at a time and tied the package with a tarred string. A two-
man crew cutting and packing could joint 10,000 staves a day, splitting
$2.50 each for a day’s work. The day’s production at the stave mill was
45,000 staves. Stave jointing was hazardous work. Many men and inex-
perienced boys had fingers cut off in the knifes. The men at the stave
mill were delighted to horrify frequent mill visitors with a jar of alco-
hol where the amputated fingers were kept.
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Community Life

Housing at Ricketts was leased from Trexler and Turrell. The rates
may have varied over time, but a typical charge was $z.5o a month for
a four-room house. The first floor would have a kitchen and living area;
two bedrooms were on the second floor. The town did not have utility
services. Only the sawmill, stave mill, and company store had electrici-
ty. The church pastor caused a sensation one winter when he rigged up
a flashing electric star for the church Christmas tree. The company
houses did not have any indoor plumbing or running water. In fact,
only the Turrell home was fitted with plumbing, with water to his home
pumped to a storage tank in the attic. Out-houses, of course, were very
common. Community wells, and a major spring near the sawmill, pro-
vided water for the residents. There was plenty of wood around to chop
for firewood, but there was also a hard-coal dump by the railroad trestle
near the station to purchase stove coal. But people who purchased coal,
rather than chopped wood, were sometimes considered “lazy.”

At its height, the town of Ricketts numbered about 8oo people. A
census was conducted in 1900 and 1910. The census takers in 1910
received 5¢ per person and 25¢ for each farm survey. Because of the
travel and expense to cover the North Mountain territory, the census
takers also wanted expense money. The government agreed to pay
some expense money but reduced the head rate to 3¢ and the farms to
17.5¢. When the census takers asked the Hungarians in the woods how
many children they had, a few expressed uncertainty since their wives
were still in the “old country” while the Hungarians were in the
American woods the last two or three years.

Ricketts was a market place for farmers from “down the mountain”
who sold fruit, vegetables, eggs, and milk products. The wagon huck-
sters would sometimes pick up a child in the town to serve as an inter-
preter for the farmer as he made his way to the lumber camps. Milk
was dipped and sold from cans in a railroad car to women waiting at
the Ricketts station with pails.

Local farmers could also find employment in the winter at Ricketts.
The company hired the farmers and their horse teams at $5 a day to
sled timber down the skid trails to the rail line. Temporary work was
also available cutting ice for Lewis and Stull in Mountain Springs and
presumably, too, at Lake Ganoga.

An early form of socialized medicine prevailed in the company town.
Individual workman paid 50¢ a month and families $1 a month to a
fund to maintain a company physician. The physician most remem-
bered was Dr. Kingsley, who also served as the town dentist. Tooth
extractions were no problem: two volunteers from the street to hold the
patient down and a pair of pliers expertly handled by the “doc” did the
job. The community barber, Walker Allen, at least before 1900, was the
physician’s assistant. Allen rented his shop from the company for $4 a
month. Haircuts were 10¢, up to 20¢ for extras. He made $2 or $3 a
day. But he joined the army during the Spanish-American War in 1898.
After he returned to Ricketts a year later, he sold the business for $100
and rejoined the service.

The managers of the timber tracts had to contend with whatever nat-
ural and environmental circumstances occurred. Two substantial prob-
lems occurred in the mid-189os. In late September 1896, a huge storm
crossed Florida from the Gulf of Mexico; it followed the east coast to
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Washington, D.C., where the storm center veered west towards Detroit.
There was a severe trough of low pressure north of the storm, and dur-
ing the afternoon of September 29, a gale began to blow from the
southwest over the North Mountain. In the early morning of September
30, between 1:30 and 2:30 a.m., a great windfall swept from the south
and tore through the Ricketts tracts. An estimated 200 million feet of
timber, for a 30 to 40-mile width, over an area of 15,000 acres, was
smashed to the ground. All of the tree tops of the fallen timber pointed
north. The Trexler crews tried to salvage the bark and timber, but real-
ized only 80,000 cords, losing an estimated 40,000 cords because of the
destruction. Timbering the fallen stock was undoubtedly given priority
in the following months.

A major beetle infestation of spruce trees occurred between 1895 and
1896. Spruce began dying shortly after substantial lumbering began in
the early 1890s. The blight seemed to have begun below Forkston and
spread south to Ricketts and Stull. Apparently, the beetles took hold in
the dead stumps and limbs of earlier cuttings, spread to the live timber
elsewhere, and rapidly killed the standing trees. The infected trees rep-
resented several million board feet of lumber. In 1896, the Trexler and
Turrell Company built a second mill-perhaps the Kasson Brook Mill-
several miles north of Stull, to quickly save about a million feet of their
infested tracts. Trexler cut another 9 million feet of diseased trees at
Ricketts, with an even greater amount to follow. In Stull, the Lewis
company ran roads into the spruce woods to cut and haul dead trees,
representing 5 million feet of lumber. These tactics worked well, and
within a year the beetle infestation was checked.

There was no police force at Ricketts. At best, a constable—undoubt-
edly an appointed part-time position—was available. There was also a
constable at Lopez, known as a much more rowdy town due to the open
availability of beer and alcohol. A quick and rough justice prevailed
when there was difficulty. One Saturday, a southerner named Mal
Wyris, who had been drinking, was at the Ricketts House and tried to
assault Charlie Jackson, a black cook at the hotel, with a knife. An
assembling crowd separated them and the incident apparently was for-
gotten. Later, Wyris appeared again, but this time with a shotgun which
was taken away from him. Later in the evening, Wyris chased after a
man who left the barber shop, who Wyris thought was Jackson. This
time a group of men grabbed Wyris and threw him into an empty rail-
road car and locked it shut. The freight train left the next day and Wyris
never returned.

While Ricketts discouraged drinking, it could not be eliminated. The
men would set up shacks in the woods to gather for drinking parties
and card-playing,  presumably on Saturday nights and Sundays—the
only time they were free. A drunk in town could be locked up in a room
overnight at the company store to dry out. But some accounts state that
drunks were immediately fired. Labor issues were uncommon and han-
dled on an ad hoc basis. A group of four stave mill workers in charge of
the heading room asked the company manager for Saturday afternoons
off if they could reach their barrel-head quota by noon. The company
concurred; the men met their production standards each week and
thereafter had Saturday afternoons free. The rest of the stave mill work-
ers continued to work full Saturdays. But another time a group of men
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threatened to halt production for an increase in wages, and they were
immediately fired.

There were a couple of murders at Ricketts. Sometime about 1905, a
domestic-revenge murder occurred. A woman who was a domestic
worker for Col. Ricketts in Wilkes-Barre was having difficulty with her
husband. The Colonel permitted her to transfer to his Canoga estate.
There she met and began seeing Arthur Potter, a woods crewman. In
later weeks, two strangers appeared and made friends with Potter. They
persuaded Potter to take them fishing on a boat on a nearby lake. The
next morning Potter had disappeared. A friend went to the lake and saw
an oar floating in the water. A search party grappled the lake and dis-
covered Potter’s body. At first Potter was buried as the victim of an
accidental drowning. But doubts lingered and the body was exhumed.
A physician found no water in Potter’s lungs to indicate drowning and
he appeared to have been struck hard behind the left ear. The strangers
were located but evidence of murder was inconclusive and a grand jury
failed to indict the men.

On January 15, 1914, Charles H. Stanford, a section foreman for the
Lehigh Valley Railroad, found George Orr, a laborer for the Lake
Ganoga Ice Company, inside Stanford’s shanty near the Ricketts rail-
road station. A quarrel followed and Stanford hit Orr with a double-
edged ax, crushing Orr’s head, after which Stanford inflicted sixteen
additional ax cuts on Orr’s body. Some boys heard the fight and called
the station agent. Peering through the window, the station agent saw
Stanford sitting morosely in a chair and Orr in a pool of blood on the
floor.

Constable J. Lawrence Miller and Dr. J.L. Christian from Lopez were
called to the scene. At first, Stanford barricaded himself in the shanty,
but when Stanford opened the door, Miller grabbed the ax from him
and a railroad crew overpowered Stanford. Orr was still alive and was
lifted onto a train to be taken to the hospital in Wilkes-Barre, but he
died on the way in Bean Run. Stanford claimed Orr tried to steal a
watch, but it was more likely Orr had taken food. But there was little
sympathy for the quick-tempered Stanford who was not well-liked in
the town. Curiously, however, the attack occurred in Wyoming County,
the arresting officer was from Sullivan County, and the death occurred
in Luzerne County.

There were two substantial disasters at Ricketts, both occurring in
the spring of 1909. At about 6:30 a.m. Monday morning, April 19,
1909, the number four boiler at the lumber mill at Ricketts exploded.
The night watchman, “Mep” Barnhart, had failed to notice the water
had run low in the system, super heating the boilers. He tried to fill the
boilers with water too quickly—a known recipe for disaster—and the
explosion followed. The debris flew all over town. Rivets from the
boiler flew into the trees at Keipertown, a lumber settlement a half-mile
from town. The only fatality was H.A. Barnhart, the watchman’s broth-
er, who was killed when a brick blown out of the boiler house founda-
tion flew 200 yards and crashed through the roof of George Grimes’s
porch where Barnhart was standing. The brick hit Barnhart and crushed
his skull. A half-century later, during town reunions, former residents
still remembered exactly what they were doing when the boiler blew.

Five weeks later, on Friday, June 4, 1909, at 11:30 a.m., the drying
kiln at the heading mill in downtown Ricketts caught fire and com-
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pletely destroyed the mill. Spontaneous combustion, activated within
the kiln due to the 250-degree temperature inside, caused a sawdust
fire. Debris fell on the cord to the mill whistle and it blew until the
steam ran out. Two hundred men tried to dampen the fire which spread
over an acre of ground and threatened the stave and grist mills. The
fifty men in the plant lost work for a time until the heading mill was
rebuilt. An estimated $10,000 in stock was lost.

The End of the Town

In July 1911, an account stated that the Trexler and Turrell mill in
Ricketts, improved over the years to a daily capacity of 125,000 board
feet, had cut over 500 million feet of lumber since 1890 when the mill
opened, five times the estimate made in 1894 for the mill’s probable
life. Over the years, the log train lines had reached ten miles to the
northeast and eight miles south and west of the mill. At this time,
Trexler and Turrell were operating three locomotives over 22 miles of
logging tracks utilizing about 62 logging cars. Production was 8o,ooo
feet daily, less than capacity and diminishing rapidly. Only one more
year of timber tract was left to serve Ricketts, unless the Trexler com-
pany could secure another tract thirteen miles away from the Central
Pennsylvania Lumber Company, a conglomerate which began opera-
tions in the region in 1903.

In August 1912, Adam Schoch was in charge of the sawmill, with
J.C. Cornell as foreman of the stave and heading mills. William May
was chief clerk at the company store, with Emery Schock as the store
bookkeeper. G.J. Heintzelman was still the postmaster and Trexler and

Turrell accountant for the town. G.N. Peet, the former Ricketts black-
smith, had moved to Lopez.

The last full season of lumbering was in 1913. The final tract cut by
Trexler and Turrell was in the Cherry Ridge section located northeast of
Lake Jean. The company was unable to obtain additional tracts from
the Central Pennsylvania Lumber Company, which itself wanted to
expand near the Ricketts area. By the fall of 1913, Trexler finished
stave cutting at the Ricketts mill, and the company closed its opera-
tions. By the end of 1914, the town was nearly deserted and only five
families still lived there.

As Ricketts closed, Trexler and Turrell continued a small mill opera-
tion at South Mountain above Noxen, at least through 1914. The
Trexlers and J.E. Turrell joined with Col. Ricketts to form the Big Run
Manufacturing Company (1914-1922) at Sonestown at the mouth of
Big Run further west in Sullivan County. Col. Ricketts held a 20 per-
cent interest in the Big Run company. The company

made sugar barrel staves and heads. The company transferred its
number four Heisler, number five Shay, and number six Climax loco-
motives from Ricketts to Big Run, but the Climax may not have been
used there. Big Run employed about eighty men, some of whom trans-
ferred from Ricketts. The Big Run operation closed three years after
Col. Ricketts’ death. The Trexler firm did not continue operations else-
where in North Mountain after Big Run. H.C. Trexler and his family
associates, of course, had massive industrial and commercial operations
in Allentown where they were headquartered. Indeed, North Mountain
was a relatively small enterprise for Harry C. Trexler compared to his
other Lehigh Valley enterprises.
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The profits of Col. Ricketts and the Trexler and Turrell company
from timbering on the Ricketts lands cannot be determined since
the business records have not survived. It appears that the Colonel

received $30,000 annually from the Trexler company for timbering rights,
at least through 1896. If this arrangement continued, the Colonel may
have earned $720,000 during the 24 years lumbering occurred from 1890
to 1913, not too removed from the proceeds promised to Col. Ricketts if
the “English deal” had succeeded. There is also evidence in the Ricketts’
estate records that he held a 25 percent interest in the Trexler and Turrell
Lumber Company, which would have realized additional income to him
from the Ricketts lumbering operations. Unfortunately, Col. Ricketts lost
significant capital in a failing effort to develop hydro-electric power at two
lakes he owned in Ricketts Glen. Lake Rose, south of Lake Jean, was built
on the west branch of Kitchen’s Creek as a log splash pond by a squatter
named Jesse Dodson, who cut cherry trees to make bedsteads (c. 1830-
1860). These were hauled to Pottsville and Reading for sale. The lake’s
early name was Dodson’s Dam. In 1905, Ricketts reinforced the Lake
Rose dam. The name “Rose” was a Ricketts family name in Scotland. The
family can be traced to Kilvarock Castle, in Nairn, Scotland.

Ricketts also built a concrete dam on the east or Sickler branch of
Kitchen Creek to create Lake Leigh, another Ricketts family name which
was carried by the Colonel’s second daughter. The concrete dam was on

the site of an earlier log dam built by a squatter named Sickler, who also
cut cherry for bedsteads (c. 1838-1860). But the Lake Rose and Lake
Leigh dams were poorly constructed and could not be used for hydro-
electric purposes. Fifty years later, Lake Leigh and Lake Rose were con-
demned by the state and are now drained.

Dodson also built Timber Dam on Kitchen Creek below a small lake
called Mud Pond. Colonel Ricketts reinforced the dam in 1905 and named
it Lake Jean after his first daughter. In 1949, the Department of Forests
and Waters replaced the log dam at Lake Jean with a larger earth-filled
dam with dikes at the east and west ends. The enlarged lake also enclosed
former Mud Pond to create a 245-acre Lake Jean.

While Ricketts, Lopez, and Jamison City were in operation, a consolida-
tion of lumbering operations in the state occurred with the creation of
the Central Pennsylvania Lumber Company (1903-1941). The Central
Pennsylvania company was an outgrowth of the United States Leather
Company, which was formed in 1893 to consolidate the tanning industry.
In our region it owned the Union, Elk, and Penn Tanning Companies. In
1903, the tanning companies formed the Central Pennsylvania Lumber
Company to purchase timberlands and mills. It eventually controlled six-
teen mills in seven northcentral Pennsylvania counties, including Jamison
City in Columbia County and the Masten and Laquin mills in Bradford
County. For a time after the town of Ricketts closed, the Central
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Pennsylvania company leased from Col. Ricketts a portion of a former
Trexler and Turrell logging track outside the town of Ricketts, apparently
to reach an isolated section of timberland, which was presumably milled
at Laquin in Bradford County.

In March and December 1924, the Central Pennsylvania Lumber
Company sold 12,5oo acres in Davidson Township, Sullivan County, to
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for state game lands. These lands
were purchased by Central Pennsylvania L  umber from the Union
Tannery Company in 1903 and the Elk ‘anning Company in 1921, and
they were formerly the North Mountain Lumber Company tracts pur-
chased in 1889 for the Jamison City lumbering operation. They were the
Jamison syndicate lands which were to have been combined with Col.
Ricketts’ 45,000 acres in the “English Deal” in 1888-1889. They became a
main source for State Game Lands No. 13 west of Ricketts Glen.

The Ricketts Estate

Col. Robert Bruce Ricketts and Elizabeth Reynolds Ricketts were sur-
vived by three children. Jean Holberton Ricketts (1873-1929) never mar-
ried. A second daughter, Frances Leigh Ricketts (1881-1970), married
Judge William S. McLean, Jr., (1877-1938) in 1921. The Colonel’s son,
William Reynolds Ricketts (1869-1956), was generally associated with the
Ricketts holdings after his father’s death. An 1892 graduate of Yale
University, William R. Ricketts was engaged with his father in the manage-
ment of the Ricketts enterprises. He was the volunteer curator of miner-
alogy of the Wyoming Historical and Geological Society, a world-class
stamp collector, and an avid mystery book fan and collector. He married

Stella Shoemaker from Forty Fort, Pennsylvania, and they had a son
Robert Bruce Ricketts, II (1907-1927), who died of typhoid fever while
attending Los Alamos Ranch School in Santa Fe, New Mexico. After the
death of Stella Shoemaker Ricketts in 1909 at age 32, William R. Ricketts
married Margaret Beach (1881-1950) from Ballston Spa, New York.

Four of these family members, Jean H. Ricketts, R. Bruce Ricketts II,
Margaret B. Ricketts, and William R. Ricketts are buried in the family
cemetery at Lake Ganoga. John Green, the Colonel’s servant, is also
buried there.

On August 1, 1941, Governor Arthur L. James, a native of Plymouth,
signed legislation authorizing the state to acquire the Ricketts lands in
Luzerne and Sullivan Counties for $150,000 for state park and game lands.
In December 1942, the Ricketts heirs sold the 1,261-acre tract which
encompasses the Kitchen Creek glens and waterfalls to the state for
$82,000. The glens are the heart of Ricketts Glen State Park in Fairmont
Township in Luzerne County. In December 1945 and September 1950,
the Ricketts heirs sold another 16,000 acres in the two counties to the
state for $68,000.

Ricketts Glen State Park is comprised of about 10,000 acres formerly
owned by the Ricketts family, and 3,050 acres purchased from other per-
sons. The balance of the Ricketts lands were incorporated into the sur-
rounding game lands.

In October 1957, the 3,140-acre tract which comprises the Lake
Ganoga lands, including the Stone House, were sold for $109,000 to
trustees who formed the Lake Ganoga Association in September 1959 to
regulate and preserve the recreation and residential facilities at Lake
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Ganoga. The Department of Forests and Waters had bid on the tract but
the state offer was inadequate to purchase the lands.

The Stull Lands

When the Albert Lewis and Arthur L. Stull partnership was dissolved in
1912, Lewis had retained ownership of 15,000 acres in Wyoming and
Luzerne counties. In January 1927, the Lewis heirs transferred these lands,
plus additional lands in Dallas and Lake Townships, to the brothers
Arthur L. Stull and Albert A. Stull. With this sale, the Lewis estate divest-
ed itself of all lands Albert Lewis formerly held on the west side of the
Susquehanna River.

Between 1930 and 1934, the Stulls transferred 5,840 acres of Wyoming
County lands to the Pennsylvania Game Commission. In 1938, an 82-acre
site for a children’s camp at Noxen was transferred by Albert A. Stull to a
Wilkes-Barre charity. The lots were sold to private interests between 1979
and 1985- In June 1942, the Arthur L. Stull Company and the Stull heirs
sold 2,283 acres in

Ross and Fairmont Townships to T.N. Wood. These lands surrounded,
but did not include, the ice plants at the two splash dams. Wood sold this
property in December 1947 to the State Game Commission. These lands,
except for the former children’s camp, form the core of State Game
Lands No. 57 adjacent to Ricketts Glen State Park.

In July 1943, the Stulls contracted with Ralph S. Smith and Gordon
Smith, partners in the Crawford Smith Lumber Company, to timber 6,700
acres in Fairmont, Ross, and Lake Townships in Luzerne County. In
November 1963, the Stull heirs sold these tracts to the Crawford Smith

Company. These tracts represented substantially all of the remaining Stull
land interests. Since 1963, Crawford Smith acreage has been sold to pri-
vate interests or are still reserved by the Crawford Smith estate.

In May 1953, five years after the last ice-cutting season in Mountain
Springs, R.A. Davis and John W. White, who acquired Mountain Springs
from the Stulls in 1945, sold the 368-acre site which contained Splash
Dams No. 1 and 2, to F.T. Butler, an agent for Donald P. Morgan and
Emil C. Wagner, who in turn sold the tract in July 1959 to the
Pennsylvania Fish Commission. Splash Dam No. 1 was condemned and
drained in 1957. Splash Dam No. 2 was rebuilt as a concrete dam and
enlarged in 1957. Renamed Mount Springs Lake by the Fish Commission,
it was regularly stocked with trout, but acid rain conditions have ruined
the lake and stocking has been discontinued. In July 1953, the Lehigh
Valley Railroad sold the Bowman’s Creek railroad bed through the game
lands to the state, and the Fish Commission now maintains it from Noxen
to Ricketts.

The Lewis Estate

Albert Lewis was survived by his widow Lily C. Lewis (1868-1950), a
daughter Lily (Wiffie) Lewis Seneff (1896-1971), and a son Hugh (Dick)
Romaine Lewis (1895-1948). Another son, George Lewis, died in infancy.
A third son, Albert (Bert) Lewis, Jr. (1893-1916), held promise as his
father’s business heir but tragically died at age 23 from a head injury after
falling from a railroad hand car which overturned after striking an object
on the track.
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The Bear Creek Ice Company property was transferred in November
1931 by Lily C. Lewis to Burt A. Bryant, who incorporated another Bear
Creek Ice Company with D.S. Lauderbaugh and John T. Williams as part-
ners. But the new company only lasted one year before the property
reverted by sale to Lewis’s daughter, Lily Lewis (Kilner), in December
1932. For another year, the Bear

Creek ice operations were leased to Lauderbaugh, then for the last four
years to R.A. Davis, before closing in 1938.

The 30,000 acres of Lewis lands in Bear Creek and surrounding town-
ships were partitioned among the Lewis heirs in litigation which began in

1930 and concluded in late 1942. The lands were divided among the three
heirs, and since that time they have been privately developed.

The Bear Creek dam and lake which once served the Lewis ice industry,
and the second Lewis country mansion adjacent to the Bear Creek dam
on Route 315, always catch the eye of the traveler. In the surrounding
woods, there are other reminders of the Lewis era: the family cemetery,
Grace Chapel, the village workers’ church, and the lovely trails and woods
which still surround the old company village.
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